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SECTION I

HUSH PROGRAM (BARRIER COMPONENT) GUIDANCE MATERIAL

INTRODUCTION

One of the U.S. EnvironmentaJ Protection Agency's operational goals is to contribute

toward the immediate reduction of environmental noise exposure of Ldn larger than 75

dB. EPA has assisted people exposed to those levels from highway noise under its

authority to regulate new products, to label products, and to assist States and Ioealities
to eontrol and abate noise.

Computer simulations indicate that significant noise exposure reductions ean be

aehieved through source eontrols, Ineluding Federal noise regulations of new vehicles,

State and local government vehicle regulations, and enforeement of vehicle-speeifie

noise regulations and codes. These simulations also indicate that despite all of these

measures to quiet noisy road vehicles a great number of people will remain exposed to

noise exceeding Ldn 75 dB. Moreover, many people in noise-sensitive institutions like
schools, hospitals, and old age homes, who deserve or desire extra quiet are likely to

suffer from noise exposure greater than Ldn 65 riB. These two eonditions are referred

to as noise "hot spots."

EPA's position is that slnce hot spots cannot be eliminated with new product emission

regulations, path and receiver eontrols must be considered.

Except for the common eharacteristle of people suffering from high noise levels, every

hot spot is unique. Consequently one cannot present a universal fine-tuned solution for

each individual situation. Rule of thumb solutions applying to certain situations (see

_--xhibit I-1) are, nevertheless, helpful to sift control options and arrive at a sat of

reasonable controls.

Rather than addressing ali possible solutions to hot spot programs, the purpose of this

paper is to examine the noise barrier (including berms) eolution for highway noise hot

spot problems. Exhibit I-I demonstrates that noise barriers are most appropriate when

It'

L_ Ls the 24-hou.- average-energy sound level eJ:pressed in declbeZa, with a lO-declbaZ
p_'ffulty added to sound levels between 10 p.m. and 7 a.m.
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dealing with hot spots in densely populated areas, where people are living in low-rise

buildings in the proximity of limited aeeoss highways.

The primary focus of this paper is to help individuals living in hot spot areas to

understand the relationship between noise and their well being, and, at the same time to

give them and those who are willing to help them, the tools to motivate those

individuals and government agencies who can be instrumental in providing relief.

Section H (Noiseand Health) is designed to explainbrieflywhat iscurrentlyknown

about the relationshipbetween noiseand health.Such informationshould(I)helpthose

people currentlylivingbehindbarriersto appreciatetheirnoiseprotection,even though

there maybe some aspects of barriers not desirable to them, (2) make others without

any protection aware that noise is a health problem and prompt them to investigate the

problem and seek avenues for relief.

Section rn', "An Introduction for Potential Participants in Hot Spot (Barrier) Programs,"

is designed to help people who suspect that they are living in a hot spot area to assess

the problem and to give them specific guidance toward a solution. This section defines

a hot spot, and gives the reader a set of simple tools to asCertain whether or not the

area of concern to them is a hot spot and if barriers are a likely solution. In addition, it

advises the interested parties how to proceed to 'put the machinery in motion to attain

barriers.Consequently,thissectioncontainseasestudiesso thatpotentialparticipants

in the hot spot (barrier) programs can benefit from others' experiences.

Section IV entitled, "Evaluation and Documentation," presents various technical mate-

rials to people who need them, like individuals or groups who become involved in

motivating others to plan barrier construction or even those who actually become

involved in the barrier construction process. The material is composed of discussions

related to= (1) the noise evaluation process; (2) economic cost and benefits of barriers;

(3) aeoustical and non-aeoustieal eonsiderations of barrier selection and construction;

and (4) financial details of barrier construction.

Section V entitled, "Hot Spot Program Evaluation," stresses that a report card-type of

record should be established and brought to the attention of the public and elected and

appointed officials. This record should include: (a) stretches of highways identified as

"hot spots"; (b) the number of problems that can be addressed effectively by barriars_

(e) those areas properly treated at various times; and (d) an attitudinal and physieal

before-and-after survey.

I_3
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Section Vl entitled,"Hot Spot Identificationand AerialPhotographs,"identifieslikely

hot spotsalong major highwaysinStandard MetropolitanStatisticalAreas (SMSA's)with

populationsgreaterthanone million.This listwas computed from existingtrafficdata

and isthereforeonlyan indicationof the magnitude of the noiseproblem. It can be

used in thereport-cardtypeof exercisedescribedinSectionV and shouldbe augmented

when additionaldatebecome available.

The aerial photographs for some of the noisier hot spots indicate that there are

residences along these stretches of the highways that need attention immediately.

Other stretches need to be protected against encroachment by residences; while still

others appear to be comparably zoned or used.
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SECTION H

NOISE AND HEALTH

A. THE NATION'S NOISE PROBLEM

What IsNoise?

Unpleasantor annoyingsoundisdefinedas noise.

Whether a sound is considerednoise or not is a subjectivedecisiondepending on

individualperceptionand taste. A sound that is loudjand harsh_inharmoniousjand

painfulto one personfsearsmay be music to anotherts.For example, the sounds of a

powerful automobile engine may evoke a senseof wellbeing or pride insome people.

However, to most peopletryingtorelaxjtalkor sleep,thatsame sound isnoise.

How IsNoise Measured?

The noiseexposure measure recommended by EPA for allcommunity noisestudiesand

planning is the Day-Night Average Sound Level (Ldn). Ldn Is the 24-hour energy

average sound levelexpressedin decibels,wlth a 10 decibelpenaltyappliedto noise

oceurlngbetween 10 p.m. to 7 a_m. "L" in the expressionstandsfor energy average

noiselevel_"d'for day and "n" fornight.

A similar,commonly used noisemeasure isthe Equivs/entSound Level (Leq(24)).This
measure representsthe sound energyaveraged overa 24-hourperiodwith no penaltyfor

nighttime noise.

How Much Noise IsConsideredDamaging?

In general,when the noiseexceedsan Leq (24)of70 clB_listenerswillexperiencesevere

annoyance and a potentialhearingloss.Noisesof Ldn 55 dB or greateroutdoors_or 45

dB or greaterindoorsusuallyproduce activityinterferenceand moderate annoyance.
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How Extensive Is the U.S. Noise Problem?

Wall over 100 mill/on people, nearly half the U.S. population, live in areas where noise

exeeeds 55 dB, a level that may produee antivity interference and annoyanee. People

who are exposed to significantly higher levels are likely to experienne severe annoyance

and hearing loss.

Urban traffic is by far the most pervasive outdoor residential noise sourer. It should be

noted that the figures eontained in the table for eaeh source represent the number of

people exposed at or above a given level for the source in question and do not take into

consideration that an individual may be simultaneously exposed to more than one

souree, culminating in a higher total exposure.

B. THE EFFECTS OF NOISE ON HEALTH AND WELFARE

Noise endangers health and weLl-being in many ways. Most obvious to everyone is

hearing loss eaused by exposure to loud noise. Noise loud enough to eause hearing loss

is everywhere -- in our jobs, our recreation, and our homes. More than 20 million

Americans are estimated to be exposed daily to noise that is permanently damagingto

their hearing. Most hearing loss is gradual, becoming worse with time. It is

irreversible, and can be handicapping. Associated with hearing loss ean be diseomfort,

pain, and tinnitus (irritating ringing or roaring in the head.) As hearing loss worsens,

severe feelings of isolation set in. The person with hearing loss feels eut off from the

rest of the world.

Noise-iedueed hearing loss is not just the result of industrial or occupational noise.

Noise levels in many urban settings, homes, recreational areas, and many transportation

vehicles exeeed the levels which can cause hearing damage over prolonged periods,

especially in combination with other occupational and environmen'_al noise. For

example, researchers have discovered that hearing difficulties In children are likely by-

products of noisy schools, play areas, and homes. High frequency hearing impairment

has been measured in eo].lege-age persons, some of it attributable to reoreational

activities. Indeed, environmentally-induced hearing lo_ affects people of all ages in a

wide spectrum of aetivitles in countless settings.

The prevalenne of community annoyance or response due to noise exposure throughout

Ameriean scoiety is known in considerable detaiL General relationships of overall
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eommunity response to noise (the eentral tendency of large numbers of groups of

individuals) have been derived and accepted seientifieally. Scales of varying com-

plexity_ some directly readable from simple instrumentation, others requiring complex

computations, are commonly used to predict the annoyance of a great many noise

SOurces. The eombined effects of pure tones and duration of sounds, among other

factors, are known to influence annoyance reactions to noise. Nonaeoustie faetors_

such as attitudes toward noise sources, or the particular aetivities disturbed_ can affect

both individual and oommanity reactions to sound. Annoyance due to noise exposure is

not only restricted to neighborhoods near airports, highwaysp and other major noise

sources, but that exposore to levels typieal of many urban environments also produces

widespread annoyance. Noises amociated with automotive sources (e.g., street traffic

noise) are the most universal sources of annoying noise exposure in urban America.

As a stressor, noise initiates automatic and unconscious physiological reaetions known

as the classic "stress response." Blood pressure risesj heart rate and breathing speed up,

muscles tense, hormones are released into tile bloodstream, and perspiration inereasns.

People do not stop responding physically to noise. Regardless of a person's eonseious-

hess of the noise, these biological responses occur.

Noise levels below those necessary for hearing damage can cause these effects. Studies

suggest that regular exposure to noise could lead to diseases of stress such as alears and

high blood pressure, although suffieiently eonelusive field studies have yet to be

conducted. Noise may even lower people's resistenee to disesse and infection, or

aggravate existing disease by disrupting restorative rest and relaxation.

A number of epidemiologieal studies of noise in the workplace link the presence of noise

with the Ineidence of cardiovascular disease. These results are mirrored in the

prelimiasry findings of a study on Rhesus monkeys now being conducted Jointly by the

National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences (DHHSj formerly HEW) and EPA.

Heart diseaseand strokeseause 48 pereent of the deaths in the United States each

year,and to the extentthatnoiseislinkedto an increasedincidenceof thesediseases,

the publichealth implicationscould be very serious.The quantitativerelationships

between noiseand eardiovasoulardiseaseawait more definitiveresearch.

Noiseinterfereswithsleep.For many people_thisisnot an occasionalevent but rather

one which happens night after night. By causingeitherawakenings or shiftsfrom

deeperto lighterstagesof sleep,noiseeffectsthe qualityand quantityof sleep. The
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healthand performance implicationsof such disruptionsin sleepare not yet known, but

surveyresaltsdo show thatinterruptionof rest,relaxation,and sleep isthe underlying

cause for many complaintsinnoisycommunities.

Even the unborn are not immune to the effectsof noise.Loud noiseshave been known

to cause changes in fetalheart rate and may pose a threatto fetaldevelopment. In

partieular,some studieshave shown a high proportionof low birthweight babiesin

noisy areas. Of increasingconcern is flownoiseand other assoeiatedenvironmental

agents affect the growth and development of children. The primary activityof

developingchildrenis,of course,learning.If childrenare requiredto speak and listen

in a noisy environment, they may have difficultyacquiringessentialcommunication

skills.In the schools,reading abilitymay be serioeslyimpaired by noise,and the

impairment beeomes more pronounced with increasingexposure.Aireraft,traffic,and

railway noise cause severe edueationaldi_uption in many schools in this country,

interferingwith learning,attention,and parformanee.

Disruptionsinjob or work performanee are oftentimesattributedto noise. Changes in

noise levels eitherincreasesor decreases,may have adverse effantson performance.

Tasks requiring simple repetitiveoperations may actuallybe unaffected or even

enhanced by the presence ofnoise. On the other hand,most performance decrements

have been found on complex tasks that requireactivity,prolonged attention,or the

accomplishment of two or more simultaneousoperations.The presenee of noise has

also been found to reduee the accuracy of performance, and tends also to increase the

variability of work rate.

Whether in the sehouls) home, or workplane, indoors or out) one of the most bothersome

aspects of noise is its interferenee with eonversation. We must frequently speak up to

be heard or ask others to do so. People are foreed to stop talking or to change the

eontant of their communications, and usually must repeat themselves. For millions of

Americans in noisy urban environments, the use of outdoor areas for various forms of

work or relaxation is virtuallyimpossiblebeeause of diffieultiesin eommunieation.

Because of frustrated•effortsto eommunleate, lifestylesdeficientin expre_ions and

social interaction are not uncommon.

A booklet, "Noise: A Health Problem," provides more detail on the effects of noise on

health and well being.

Copies can be obtained from the Environmental Protection Agency, Office of Noise
Abatement and ControZ (ANR-4? I), 401 "M" Street, S.W., Washington, D.C. 20460.
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C. PREVENTION OF NOISE INDUCED HEALTH PROBLEMS

Noise problems can be reduced or eliminatedthrough any combination of the three

basicelements of the problem:

e By modifyingthesourceto reduceitsnoiseoutput

• By alteringthe transmissionpath to reduce the noiselevelreachingthe

listener

• By altering the receiver's exposure either through limiting the exposure

time or by providing personal protective equipment.

The firstof these methods ispreferredsinceitresultsina realreductioninthe noise

emitted. Mufflersand silencersare the most common devicesfor accomplishingthis

type of reduction with highway noise. However, even after motor vehiclesare

effectivelymuffled and are equipped with well designed tires that are safe and

relativelyquiet,theirnoiseemissionsare stillhigh,particularlyat highspeedsand on

wet pavements.

The second form of noisecontrolisinterruptionor attenuationof the sound initspath

tothe listener.Noise barriersand berms are in thisclassof controls.Moving people

away from the source of noiseor preventingtheirbuildinghomes near the souree is

anotherway of interruptingorlengtheningthe pathof the noise.

It may be teohnologieallyimpossible or economically unfeasibleto solve a noise

problem by modifying the sourceor alteringthe transmi_ionpath. Ifso,exposure to

noise can be reduced at the receiver,eitherby limitingthe amount of continuous

exposure tohighnoiselevelsor by usingpersonalhearingprotectors.

Hearing proteotorsmay be eitherearplugsor muffs. Earplugs can be made of soft

flexibleplastic,wax, paper,glasswool,cotton,or mixtures of these materials.To be

effective they must provide a snug, airtightand comfortable seal. Muff-type

protectorsoover the entireexternalear and generallyprovidegreaterprotectionthan

do earplugs.
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Hearing protectorsshouldbe used onlyas a lastresort.They do not solvethe problem;

theyonly treatitssymptoms, and may be a safetyhazardinthemselves.

References

Office of Noise Abatement and Control, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Noise

Effects Handbook, 1979.
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SE CTION m

AN INTRODUCTION FOR POTENTIAL PARTICIPANTS

IN HOT SPOT (BARRIER) PROGRAMS

A. IDENTIFICATION OF A HOT SPOT

Many peopleliveeloseto busyhighways and are bothered by noise.Resourcesavailable

to reduce tileir noise exposure ere limited, so criteria have been established to choose

the most serioussituationsthat may qualifyforassistanneby Federal,State,and local

governments. The primary criteriaare sound levels as measured with special

instrumen{smanufaatured forthispurpose.

This sectiondescribessound levelmeasurements and statesthe _riteriathatdefinea

hotspot. ItexpIaisswhat eltJzenscan do todetermine iftheirhighway noisesituation

is a hot spotand what they ean do to reducethe noise ifitis. The situationsto which

noise barriersare applicableis described. Case historiesof barrierprograms in

Maryland, Minnesota,Virginia,Wisconsin,and Pennsylvaniaare includedas baakground

informafton.

Noise Measurement Terminology

The dB's of Noise Measurement

How do we measure sound? Sound is a form of energy which is transmitted through the

air and received by our ears.

Technicians have found it convenient to use e logarithmic scale to describe the

extremely wide range of energy levels which we perceive as sound. The logarithmic

unit is expressed in decibels (dB).

Since decibels are losarltIunie emits, sound levels cannot be added by ordinary

arithmetic. For example, if one jet produces a sound level of 90 dB when It passes

overhead, two simultaneous jet flyovers would not produce 180 dB. Two jets, each with

a sound level of 90 dB, would have a combined level of 93 dB. Other sound levels

eombina similarly as shown on the chart below.
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Decibel Addition Rules for Combining Sound LeveLs
(approximate only)

When Two Decibel Add the Following

Values Differ By= Amount to the Higher Value:

0 oft dB 3dB

2 or3dB 2dB

4 to9 dB ldB

I0 dB or more 0 dB

"A" Weighting for the Human Ear

The human ear responds more sensitively to some frequencies than to others. Sound

measurement devices have been designed to account for the characteristics of the ear

through the use of speeial electrieal weighting networks. The most commonly used

network -- the A-weighted one -- approximates the manner in which the human ear

responds to sound. This unit of measurement is commonly referred to as decibels

measured on the A-scale or dB(A), or simply sound level.

The sound levels of common noises are:

Sound Levels dB(A) Sound Sources

130 Air raid siren at 50 feet

110 Live rock music indoors

100 727 on takeoff, at 1/4
statute mile

90 Busy street corner

80 Garbage dLsposal :

70 Vacuum Cleaner

60 Ordinary conversation at 5 feet

30 Watch ticking

10 Rustle of leaves

n ]II-2
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The above examples all reflect sound levels generated by specific single noise events.

In reality, one's noise exposure during any day is a eomposite of many different

exposures.

The eumulative exposure measure reeommended by EPA for all eommunity noise studies

and planning is the Day-Night Average Sound Level (Ldn).

Ldn is the 24-hoar average sound level expressed in dB(A), with a 10 decibel penalty
applied to noise events from 10 p.m. to 7 a.m. The penalty for nighttime noise eventS

accounts for the increased sensitivity of most people to noise in the quiet nighttime

hours. "L" in the expression stands for average noise level, "d" for day, and "n" for

night with a 10 dB penalty added.

What isa Hot Spot?

Definition

EPA establisheda goal to reduce to zero the number of people exposed to outdoor

levelsof bdn equalto orgreaterthan 75 dB beforethe yen,.2000. Therefore,the noise

levelcriteriaforhot spotsare Ldn equalto orgreaterthan75 dB inordinaryresidential

areas and Ldn equal to or greaterthan 65 dB in noisesensitiveareas such as those

around nursin-ghomes, hospitals,sehoois,or placesof worship,ifthe windows are likely

to be open.

The two most Important faetors in determining whether a highway noise situation

will meet the criteria for a hot spot are the volume of traffic and the distance

of the residents from the highway's edge. Information eoneerning the fraction of

the traffic volume that is composed of heavy trucks and the average vehicle speed

on the highway also are important.

State and local governments maintain records on traffic volume for most highways

within their boundaries. The traffic volume is usually measured with a counting device

eonneoted to a pneumatic tape or tube that is laid across the roadway for a few days

and is stated as the average daily traffie (ADT). The hourly distribution throughout the

day is not ordinarily known.

Some of the material in this seetlon L_ repeated in Section IV ao that the two can be
read independently.
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Information on the fraction of traffic composed of heavy trucks and buses is valuable.

If the fraction is not knowns average figures for like roads can be used. Unless the

highway is a designated truck route s the fraction of heavy trucks will rarely exceed 10

percent. The national average figure for heavily travelled highways is 8.5 pereento

If the ADT is less than 10,000 vehicles and the heavy vehicle fraetion is 8.5 pereent_ it

is very unllkely that the noise level at an abutting residence will exceed Ldn = 75 dB.

The homograph I in Exhibit IV-1 provides a handy method for estimating the Lda from
easily obtainable data and is sufficiently accurate for use as a sereenlng device. The

homograph is used as follows,

1) Draw a line from the annual average daily traffic on the left (for

example, 10j000 vehicles) through the percentage of the traffic that is

heavy trucks and buses (say_ 10 percent). This is line i in the example.

Mark the intersection of this llne with the pivot line on the left.

2) Draw a line from this intersection to the speed limit on the stretch of

highway under eonsideration (50 mph in the example). This gives line 2.

3) Draw a line from the intersection of line 2 with the pivot line on the right

to the distance seale on the right. This gives line 3.

4) The intersection of line 3 with the sound level scale will give the

estimated Lda.

In the example line 3 intersects the sound level scale at between 66 and 67 dB_ elearly

less than 75 riB° Therefore_ the case which this example represents probably would not

qualify for a hot spot projeet_ except possibly in noise sensitive areas sueh as hospitals
and schOOl zones.

If the planner experiments with the homograph he wlil find that a large traffic volume,

a high speed_ and a short distance from the highway to the residence are usually

required to achieve a 75 dB boise level Special cases such as heavily travelled truol¢

routes with 30 to 40 percent heavy vehicles, highways extraordinarily elese to

residences, and highways with heavy volumes of nighttime traffic are the best

"IFrom J.J. HaJed, _L Traffic Noise Prediction Method," Transportation Research
RecOrd 648_ Notional _ademy of Sciences, Washfngton_ D. C. 1977.
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candidates for a hot spot. The first two speeial eases are unlikely. Planners

rarely eons_uct _uek routes close to residential areas, and homes are rareJ.y located

extremely close to heavily traveUed highways. The last special case is more common.

The nomograph above assumes that nighttime traffic amounts to 10 pereent of the daLLy

traffic. Some formulas assume a 16 percent figure. Aetua.l nighttime volumes may

vary eonsiderably from these norms.

Not aU hot spots are good candidates for barriers as a means of noise abatement.

Exhibit I-I shews a decision tree of llkely solutions to highway noise problems. The

term "access" in this exhibit refers to the ability of vehiales to get on the highway

through intersecting roads, streets, or driveways.

At $100 - $200 par linear foot, noise barriers are too expensive for use in low population

density areas. In high density areesp if the housing is high-rise or if it is located on a

free aceess highway, a barrier will not be very effective. The best candidates for hot

Spot barriers are high density areas containing one and two story housing adjacent to a

limited access highway.

How Effective are Noise Barriers?

In most situations of relatively open highway through one- and two--story residential

neighborhoods_ barriers can provide 5 dB to 15 dB of noise reduction for nearby

residents. The exact amount of noise reduction that will be obtained at a particular

location from a particular barrier can be calculated using special eorsputer programs

available to highway engineers. A good average figure widely attainable in practice is

10 dB. This amount is easily perceived b Mthe receivers as a sigoifieant and worthwhile

improvement in their quality of life, andp if the neighborhood leaders have been invited

to participatein the barrier program, will be an aesthetic, environmental, and economic

auccess,

Advantages of Hot Spot (Barrier) Prol_rams

In addition to reducing noise levels, a hot spot (barrier) program may provide several

benefits to the community. It Is compatible with and complementary to other

community noise reduction programs. Barriers may ultimately save the local area
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money since in some eases they are less expensive than other alternatives such as

insulation of residences, relocation of highways or residents_ or payment of damage

compensation to residents of properties adversely affected by the noise. Finai.ly_

barriers may antuaUy innrease the value of the property and permit the community to

reeover part of its installation and maintenance costs.

Lhnitations on the Applicability of Noise Barriers

Barriers are unacceptably hazardous on portions of a highway that are either very

confined or that have very limited visibility. OecasionalJy, scenic or other considera-

tions will Outweigh the pollution control aspects of the situation.

Developing the Highway Noise Abatement Plan

Who Will Lead?

We all have a shared responsibility to participate in the efforts which are needed to

reduce the impaet of highway noise on our communities and to insure the maintenance

of a valuable highway transportation system.

The technical lead in developing highway noise abatement plans should, however_

logiaaUy be taken by the State office of transportation or highway department since

these are the agencies responsible for highway construction and maintenance plans.

Also the State transportation and highway departments are in a good position for

bringing together and eonsulting with a11 public and private interests involved in noise

abatement. Successful solutians to a noise problem require participation by all

interested partie_

The,Citizents Need and Right to Participate

Individual citizens or citizen groups who want to talce part in highway noise abatement

planning - or want to get the proee_ started where none exists - may contact their

elected officials or persons in the State Department of Transportation. These

individuals are sensitive to eitizen concern about highway noise.
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However, experience with barrier programs (see the ease histories at the end of this

section) clearly shows that the communities in which the citizens have been most active

and vigorous in requesting noise abatement measures have been the communities which

have received the most attention and the most barrier projects. Such communities have

made their eonearn known to officials in their State and local departments of health,

public safety, highways, and environment. Frequently they also have obtained the

support of the regional representatives of the U.S. Federal Highway Administration and

the Environmental Protection Agency. The regional EPA offiees have very limited

reSOurces with which to assist communities, but may be a source of information. A List

of the regional offiees is given in Exhibit III-1.

Affected citizens have the right to participate in the process of finding solutions to the

highway noise impact problem. Decisions about how highways and communities can

best coexist are not matters of technical judgment alone. They involve value judgments

about the quality of Life a eommtmity wants. Of course, it helps to research a problem

before speaking out.

Where to Begin?

If a State or local government, private citizen, or private citizens' group suspects that

certain areas of a community are suffering from high noise levels, the first step to take

is to determine the location and severity of the problem. This may include reviewing

complaints received by government agencies, contacting complainants, and mapping out

the neighborhoods that appear to warrant further investigation. The investigator might

then obtain highway traffic, speed, and population figures and me the nomo_raph in

Exhibit 1%'-1 to screen candidates for hot spots. The decision tree in Exhibit I-1 then

may be used to identify the hot spots for which barriers seem to feasible solutions. The

next step is to read the ease histories in this Section and Section IV - Evaluation and

Documentation.
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EPA

Region States Address Telephone

I ME, NH, VT, MA, JFK Building (617) 223-7210
RI,and CT Room 2113

Boston,MA 02203

II NY, NJ, PR, Vl 26 FederalPlaza (212)264-2525
Room 970G

New York,NY 10007

HI PA, MD, DE, WV, CurtisBuilding (215)597-9814
VA, and DC Room 225

0th & Walnut Streets

Philadelphia,PA 19100

IV NC, SC, TN, KY, 354 Courtland,St.,NE (404)881-4727
MS, GA, FL, and AL Atlanta,GA 30308

V WI, IL, MI, OH, 230 S. Dearborn (312) 353-2000
IN,and MN Chicago,IL 60604

VI NM, OK, AK, LA, 1600 PattersonSt. (214)767-2600
and TX Room 1107

Dallas, TX 75201

VH NB, KS, IA,and MO 1735 BaltimoreSt. (816)374-5493
Kansas City,MO 64108

VIII MT, ND, SD_ WY, 1860LincolnSt. (303)837-3895
UT, and CO Suite900

Denver, CO 80203

IX CA, NV, AZ, and HI I00 CaliforniaSt. (415)556-2320
San Francisco, CA 94111

X WA, OR, ID,and AK 1200SixthAvenue (206)442-1220
Room IIC
Seattle, WA 98101

EXHIBIT HI-l: EPA REGIONAL OFFICES
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B. LEGAL RECOURSES FOR CONCERNED CITIZENS

Introduction

Local and State authorities are usually responsive to the suggestions, demands, and

complaints of public interest groups and individual citizens. However, these groups and

individuals should be aware that when their demands are ignored or considered only

superficially, they have a right to legal recourse.

Legal Obligations of the State

Federal legislation and Federal Highway Administration regulations require states to

study the effects of new federally-funded highway construction or highway improve-

ments on noise levels, as part of an overall environmental impact assessment. Applying

FHWA standards, noise reduction measures may be required if the new construction will

cause either 1) a "substantial increase" in noise levels, where "substantial increase" is

usually defined as 10 to 15 dBA, or 2) an exceeding of "design noise levels," defined for

outdoor activities in residential areas as an L10 of 70 dBA (L10 is the level that is

exceeded 10 percent of the time) or an Leq of 65 dBA. States are not required to use
these standards. However, more lenient rules are subject to FHWA approval

Once n significant noise impact has been established, states must investigate the

feasibility of taking steps to mitigate the noise. All options should be considered, not

Just noise barriers. At this stage, the state highway authority will probably hold public

meetings to determine public sentiment on the issue. In most cases, the state will then

act according to the demands of the majority of the affected individuals.

States are not required either by Federal legislation or by regulations to study the noise

effects of highways other than those undergoing new construction.

Options for Citizens

Citizens have a right to contest the decisions of state highway authorities in the courts,

whether those decisions be made in favor of or against noise barriers and whether or not

the citizen be in the majority of all those affected by the highway.
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A major ease involving this right was that surrounding the construction of a portion of

1-95 in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. A three mile section of the highway in Philadelphia

Center City was completed in the Spring of 1979, but its opening to traffic was delayed

until late August 1979 by conditions of a consent decree signed in December 1975.

The 1975 consent decree was an agreement between the Pennsylvania Department of

Transportation,the Federal Highway Administration,the City of Philadelphia,and a

community organization called the Neighborhood Preservation Coalition (NPC)

requiringthat noise barriersbe constructed,where possible,before the Center City

partof 1-95began to be used and thatNPC have finalapprovalof allbarrierdesigns.

Before the signing of the consent decree, the Pennsylvania
DOT had performed noise-monitoring and preliminary noise-
prediction analyses. Under the terms of the consent decree,
the DOT was required to obtain the services of an independent
noise consultant to verify the preliminary analyses and to
determine reeommendatJona regarding feasible types and loca-
tions of noise barriers. A consultant was retained and, after
considerable delays, a final reort was published in December
1977. The report verified previous analyses performed by the
Pennsylvania DOT and recommended various noise-abatement
treatments. In a review of the report by the NPC and the
DOT, the suggested solutions were found to be generally
unacceptable. Many of the barriers suggested would have
obstructed the adjacent communities' view of the Delaware
River waterfront, and other recommendations -- such as those
involving building insulation and air eondltioning -- presented
legal and long-term complications and were contrary to the
terms of the eonsent decree.

After the rejection of the eonsultanUs recommendations, the
DOT and the NPC initiated a series of meetings with the
intention of arriving at an acceptable solution that would
provide the optimum in terms of both noise reduction and
view. It was through approximately 30 such meetings, and 2

large, formal pablie meetings, that lfinal noise-barrier loca-
tion, size, and type were determined.

IHarvey S. Knauer, "Noise Barriers Adjacent to 1-95 in Philadelphia," Highway Nolse
Abatement, Transportation Research Record 740, National Academy of Sciences,
Wa.¢nlngton, D.C., 1980.
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As this example shows, private citizens ar___eable to have a large effect on noise barrier

designs, and can even obtain noise reduction objectives in the face of oppsition from

government authorities.

References

Mr. Bob Armstrong

Highway Engineer

Noise and Air Quality Branch

Federal Highway Administration

Washington, D.C.

Knauer, Harvey S., "Noise Barriers Adjacent to 1-95 in Philadelphia," Highway Noise

Abatement, Transportation Research Record 740, National Academy of Sciences,

Washington, D.C., 1980.

C. DISSEMINATION OF BARRlER PROGRAM INFORMATION

Alternatives for Disseminating Inform ation

Even the best-intended and mat carefully investigated hot spot (barrier) project will be

meaningless unless the people who will benefit from it and the people who must carry it

out are aware of it. Therefore, getting informatien about hot spots and barriem to the

people who must support the project is a critical part of project planning.

Targets for information on hot spot projects may be one of several types. Local

citizenry with no technical expertise and no bureaucratic authority will be most

interested in general motivational materials and in their abilities and rights to demand

noise barriers and to participate in their design. Local government authorities also will

be interested in this information and may also wish to know more about the costs and

benefits of noise barriers{ the experience other places have had with the barriers{ and

details on the safety and maintenance aspects of the barriers. At the State level,

where highway authorities will u_ually be acquainted with noise barrier programs, the

informational needs are centered on the technical aspects of selecting barrier cart-

dldates, barrier design, financing, and reviewing the solutions other States have found

to particular problems. Two alternatives for reaching each of these groups are

discussed below.
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Media

Private eitizens who may need to know about hot spot projects usually reside in major

urban areas. One of the best methods to reach these Individuals with information about

the program is through the media: public service programs on radio and TV stations and

newspaper artidies. Information dissemination through the media will reach the largest

audiences, but should be repeated oceanionally as the residents and conditions in the

area change. Also, any media program should direct the audience to sourees from

which to obtain additional information.

Club Meetings and Other Group Gatherin_,s

A second alternative for reaching a large number of people at the local level is to have

knowledgeable individuels make presentations on noise pollution and abatement at alub

or public interest group meetings, churches, and schools. Speeifie audiences who would

be most likely to become involved in noise abatement ean be targeted in this way,

Again, it is important for the speaker to make sure his listeners know where they can go

for more information or help in starting a program.

D. CASE STUDIES IN HIGHWAY NOISE ABATEMENT

1. Minne_

Overview

Minnesota has completed about 34 miles of barriers in the past five years. Of the total,

about 26 miles are Type ITbarriers (for roads that were in existence before May 1976)

and 8 miles are Type I barriers (new or reconstructed roads). The 1975 Type II barrier

program is now nearly complete. Further Type II construction is not currently

programmed.

All of the barriers were built in the Minneapolis-St. Paul area, the major urban area of

the State. Construction priorities were assigned according to the highway noise levels

to which residents of abutting properties were exposed. All barriers were designed to

give at least 10 dB of noise reduction. TesLq show that the predieted results were
aehieved.
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Bae_roond

History

Although local jurisdiations regularly received _omp]aints about highway noise, it was

not until the early 1970's that the Minnesota Highway Deportment (now part of the

Minnesota Department of Tramportation) began to receive complaints about the ,noise

associated with limited aneess highways, State and Federal noise laws were being

enacted during this period and it is possible that some of the enmp]aJnts were the

results of public apprecialion of the faet that noise pollution was going to he taken

seriously.

The Minnesota Highway Department began experimenting with barriersin 1972 and

foundthem effectiveand feasible.In 1974 the Minnesota PollutionControl Agency set

noisestandards,as requiredby the provisionsof the Minnesota Environmental Policy

Act of 1973. In 1975,the State legislaturedireetedthe Commissioner of Highways to

abate noise along interstatehighways abutting residences in the area aroond

Minneapolisand St.Paul (theTwin Cities)and requiredhim to use part of the gasoline

tax to fund the program. The Highway Department began an astive program of barrier

eonstruet_on in the Twin Cities area in 1975. In 1978, the legislature plaeed a

moratorium on Type II projects but passed legislation ecntinuing Type I projects.

PreJectPlanningProcedures

The firstaetivityof the Highway Department afterbeginningthe noiseprogram was to

conductan inventoryof interstatehighwayS thathad noiselevelsexceeding the FHWA

end/orMinnesota PolluticnControlAgency criteria.Preliminaryplans were prepared

foreach of these projects,inorderof the prioritiesassignedthem. Meetings were held

with localofficialsand the localgeneralpublic. Originally,the Department offered

loaalcitizensa wide choiceof materialsfor the barriers,but experienceshowed that

some were much more expensivethan others.Now ifan earthenberm isnot goingto be

used,the publicisofferedonly barrierswhich the deportment isprepared to pay for,

and which fita visualdesigncontinuityplanforthathighway. (Thelogicof thislimited

nheieeispresentedbelow inTechnicalAspects of Minnesota Barriers.)Iflocalofficials

and the put)He approved of the Department's intentions,a projectstatement was

prepared. This statement inaludedmaps, an environmental assessment,cost and noise

Jt

Trunk highways were added in 1977.
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abatement projections,the resultsof designstudies,and plansfor publicinvolvement.

If the plan and statement were approved, the project was budgeted and assigned for

executionjustlikeotherhighway projects.

The projectplanningprocessused today isoutlinedinExhibitI]I-3.

AcousticalCriteriaforEligibility

Most new community noiselevelcriteriaare writteninterms of Ldn,but thismeasure
has not been used as a criterionfor selectionof areasfor noisebarriersin Minnesota.

Instead,the Minnesota PollutionControl Agency setsitscriteriain terms of LI0 and

LS0 ,the levelsthat are exceeded 1O and 56 percentof the time.For example, if one

measured the immediate sound levelin every one of the 66,400secondsin a day, LIO

would be exceeded in 8640 seconds. Only residential areas have been considered. In

that land use, as Exhibit III-4 shows, the Minnesota eritaria are more stringent than the

FHWA criteria.

The noise levels were measured in every residential neighborhood that abutted

interstate and trunk highways in the Twin Cities area. Then, a noise level in decibels

was assignedto each of _8 highway sections.Each highway sectionwas then placedin

one of fivecategoriesof noiseimpact. Categoryl, forexample,had daytime LI0 levels

greater than 80 dB and/er nighttime levelsgreaterthan 77 riB.Each of the other

categories covered the lower levels in steps of 5 ,:lB.

The highest eonstruotion priority was assigned to Category I. There were 8.5 miles of

highway (counting both sides of the roadway) in this category and all have been

furnished with barriers. Lower priorities were a_igned in order of decreasing noise

levels. There were 31.6 miles of highway in Category II. Barriers have been built along

23.5 mile% 5.0 miles of proposed barriers were rejected by communities, and 3 miles

remain as eandidates for future barriers. There were 46.0 miles of highways in

Category HI, of which 2.0 miles have been furnished with barriers, and 4.0 miles of

barriers have been rejected. No mileage in Categories IV or Y has been furnished with

barriers.

Effectiveness

All Type 11barriers constructed to date were designed to reduce noise levels by 10 dB or

more and to meet the FHWA standard of L10=70 dBA or leas. Where it has been
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Source: Minnesota Department of TranSportation,/nter_rtateNoLse Abatement
Program StatusReport,January 1977.

EXHIBIT m-2: PROJECT DEVELOPMENT

(TYPICAL EXAMPLE OF A NOISE ABATEMENT PRO_ECT)
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Federal

FRWA MinnesotapollutionControlAgency* Highway

LAND USE Category Day (7AM-10PM) Night (10PM-TAM) Administration**

L10 L50 L10 L50 LI0 Leq

Residential, outdoors E 65 60 55 50 70 67

Commercial, outdoors C 70 65 70 65 75 72

Industrial,outdoors D 80 75 80 75 75 72

Special areas requiring
serenity outdoors A 60 57

Residences, hospitals,
libraries, indoors 55 52

.Z *
Sound levels are made outdoors at the point of Iluman activity within the land use that is closest to the sound
source.

Either the bl0 or the Leq may be used on any project, but not both.

EXHIBIT HI-3: COMPARISON OF THE HIGHWAY NOISE CRITERIA OF THE

FEDERAL HIGItWAY ADMINISTRATION AND OF THE

MINNESOTA POLLUTION CONTROL AGENCY



possible to do so without great extra cost or less of visual appeal, the barriers have

been designed to reach the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency daytime standard of

L10=65 dBA or less.

Actual reductions were measured in four locations and noise levels were shown to have

dropped by II, 12, 13 and 16dBA.

Mana_era ent

Though the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency sets the criteria for acceptable noise

levels, the major responsibility for the barrier program has been held by the Highway

Department and the Department of Tramportatien into which it was merged in 1976.

MDOT esndueted the origim] research on noise barriers, chose the areas to receive

highest priority, planned and designed the barriers, met with the community leaders and

obtained their support, let eantraets for the construction and landscaping, and followed

up after the barriers were installed withsurveys to determine the acoustical, economic,

and social consequences of the barrier program. The Department also investigated

alternatives methods of noise abatement including pavement resurfaeing, build_ng

ir_ulatim, and land use planning.

The Federal Highway Administratim furnishes teehnieal assistance in the form of

reports, analytical studies, computer models, and design guides for different types of

barriers and barrier programs in general but not site speeifie designs.

Local Involvement

Community involvement in highway noise abatement planning starts about two months

after the planning proe_. MDOT representatives first meet with loeal officials, then

schedule a meeting with citizens living adjacent to the barrier and other interested

persons to discuss noise abatement alteruatives, the lonation and height of the barrier

and the possible noise reduetion. Reaetinn from this meeting is forwarded to the lena1

officials with a request for a resolution eontaining their findings and reeommendaflom.

No barriers are built in areas where residents do not want them.

If the pr0Jeet is approved at the local level, the community will be enntaeted again

before construction plaus are finalized. A formal public hearing may he held at this

tim e.
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Acceptance by the publichas always been an importantpartof tilebarrierprogram in

Minnesota. One measure of publicacceptance isthe fractionof the eommunities that

accept the barrierprojectwhen it isoffered: Out of 43 milesof projectSthat were

offered, communities accepted 34 miles,just under 80 percent. There was one

rejectionof partof a projectin Category I,thoseinareas withthe highestnoiselevels.

The barriermileagerejectionratewas 17 percent(5milesout of 28.5)forthe Category

II projeets. Two-thirds of the barriermileage,4.0 out of 6.0,was rejectedin the

Category Illprojects.

A second measure of public aeceptanee of the barriers is the attitude of residents who

are affected acoustically and visually by the projects. A limited survey of attitudes

was conducted before some of the barriar projects were adopted, and a eomplete mail

survey was made of residents living adjacent to noise barriers within two years after

they were built. The answers to questions in the latter survey varied significantly from

project to projeet, but residents generally approve of the barriers and believe that they

inerease real property values, though Minnesota's studies indicate that no real change in

property values has occurred. There are definite exceptions to the general aeeeptance

however. The owners of three resldenees brought suit against the Department of

Transportation and won with eompensation to be determined through eminent domain

action on claims that the noise barrier blocked the view and air movement. This court

decision has been appealed.

Technical Aspects of Minnesota Barriers

Minnesota has in use some of each of the four basic types of noise barriers: wood

planks on posts, prestressed conerete panels, earth mounds, and glued laminated wood

panels. Exhibit m-5 shows the east of barriers of various eonstruetion materials.

BarrierS with sound absorptive materials have not been used. In cases where sound is

reflected off a barrier and back across a highway, a higher barrier is installed on the

opposite slde of the highway to reduce the reflected noise.

Unless the Department of Transportation elects to use earth mounds, the publie is

allowed to participate in selecting the barrier material. The lamlnated wood panel

oonstruetiea, however, is restrieted to wails lass than 15 feet high. Selectlon is further

restrieted to designs visually oompatlblc with otherS along that highway.
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Costs and Finanein[_

The average cost of the barriers over the five years of the program has been about $137

per foot. Ninety percent of the costs were paid with Federal funds obtained under the

provisions of the Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1973. State ftmds for the barrier program

were obtained from the gasoline tax, in accordance with a 1975 Minnesota law directing

the Commissioner of Highways to spend 0.62 percent of the revenues on motor vehicle

fuel on barriers alonginterstate and trunk highways.

2. Maryland

Overview

Maryland's Highway Noise Program began in 1967 when the first noise berm was

eonstrueted on 1-495. Since 1970, traffic noise attenuation has been an integral part of

all highway planning. Maryland's Highway Noise Barrier Program was instituted in

response to a need for Type ]I barriers projects in residential neighborhoods that were in

place before the highways were eonstrunted. This barrier program eoneeras itself

primarily with the two beltways around Washington and Baltimore, with I--95 (Washing-

ton-Baltimore-Wilmington), and to a lesser extent with 1-83 (Baltimore-Harrisburg).

The program is in its infancy, with only two projects completed at this time. One, a

1300 foot barrier in a residential community on the Baltimore-Washington eorridor, has

reduced L10 noise levels by 7 to 9 dB. Another, a 2200 foot barrier in Baltimore City,
is expected to reduce noise by i0 to 11dB. Several projects are under construction.

Mana6'em ent

The Highway Noise Barrier Program in Marylsnd is tmique in that it is administered by a

landscape architect within the Bureau of Landscape Architecture of the State Highway

Administration, rather than by an engineer within design division. This approaeh to

noise problems has resultndin barrier solutions that are highly effective visually as well

as acoustically.
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Loeal Involvement

The Maryland DOT approach to the installation of Type II barriers incorporates heavy

community involvement. Projeets are first diseussed with local government officials

and eommunity leaders and then proposed to the community through newspapers and

flyers. A public meeting is held to asseas eommunity opinion concerning the project.

(A sample handout used at a citizen a_oeiation/MDOT meeting foUows in Exhibit ill-5).

If the eommunity is opposed to the project, MDOT will not proceed.

After this initial contact with citizens' groups, MDOT eonducts on-site acoustical

monitoring and prepares preliminary barriers designs. Additional public meetings or

meetings with a community task force may continue until final design is eomplete.

In the future, local citizens wilt also have the opportunity to participate in follow-up

surveys after project completion. Follow-up surveys were not performed for the first

two projects.

Technical Aspects of Maryland Barriers

Maryland has utilized a fiberglass reinforced cement post and panel system, concrete

fan walt barrier, exposed aggregate post and panel system_ and a metal barrier. Several

currant projects are investigating the use of a wooden barrier system. Eanh new

project is approached as a new design problem attempting to select a system which fits

the requirements of the site.

Each barrier project must be complete in all respects, ineluding drainage, minor

highway facility improvement and landscaping. MDOT avoids barrier plato that require

a high degree of maintenance.

Cost and Finaneipg

Maryland estimates that its barrier projects costs range from $14-20 per square foot

including all the site work and landscaping. Most projects require drainage work,

leveling or berm building, or some site work other than the erection of the barriers

themselves. These costs are figured into the average quoted above. Design costs are

not included.
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Ten h/ghway noise projects were included in Maryland's capital improvement plans for

1979-85. All but one is funded 90 percent by Federal interstate funds with 10 percent

state matching monies. The exception is a projeot near the Baltimore tunnel which Js

funded by the Toll Facilities Administrtion, About $300_000 Js bu@eted from the State

treasury each year_ with 3-5 projects active at one time.

LI¸
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CONTraCT NO. P 633-251-372

TYPE II NOISE ABATEMENT STUDY

1-95--MARYLAND ROUTE 450 TO GOOD LUCK ROAD

INTRODUCTION AND PURPOSE OF STUDY

Greiner Engineering Sciences, Inc. has been retained by the

Maryland State Highway Administration to design noise abatement

measures for a portion of the Capital Beltway (I-95) from Marylan_

Route 450 (Annapolis Read) to Good Luck Road. The purpose of this

project will be to reduce the impact of traffic noise levels from

Z-95 upon residential communities adjacent to both sides of that

highway in the described area. Of primary importance is the involve-

ment of affected citizens and communities as an integral part of _ne

overall design process.

In order that the communities involved might understand our

. goals, the following outline of the approach to this project is

presented.

_n initial meeting was held with the Mayor of New Carro!lton

and several community leaders in October, 1979 to introduce the

design team and the purpose o_ the project. Since October, the

following activities have been completed leeding to this meeting:

+Monitoring of existing noise levels along the project.

+Site analysis with emphasis on vegetation, topography,

views, etc.

+Analysis of barrier length, height and attenuation,

balancing attenuation with aesthetic compatibility.

+Preparation of barrier material concepts for presenta-

tion to the community...... EXHIBIT mi5 (cont.)
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This data has brought us to tonight's meeting. A presentation

of the process to date and the barrier design concepts will be

made, followed by a period for comments and questions from the

community. Concerns raised by the community will be considered

prior to proceeding further with the project.

The Highway Administration will make a decision as to which

Of the alternate configurations in each portion of the project

corridor best meets the goals of the project from the standpoints

of barrier effectiveness, engineering feasibility, aesthetic

compatibility, construction cost, end public acceptance. The

project will proceed to Final Design and development of plans,

specifications, and cost estimates so th-at_the project can be

advertised for construction. It is anticipated that these plans

and specifications will be completed by December 31, 1980.

Construction is anticipated to take approximately nine months, i

We hope that this has helped to explain the basic fecet of i
o

this project and the role of public involvement. Should you have

any questions, please feel free to contact one of the following

individuals: ..

Mr. Charles R. Anderson, Chief Mr. William E. Ka!las, P.E.

Bureau of Landscape Architecture Chief Environmental Engineer

State Highway Administration Greiner Engineering Sciences,

2323 West Joppa Road 1 Village Square

Brooklandville, Maryland 21022 Village of Cross Keys

(301) 321-3521 Baltimore, MarYland 21210
.,. 301) 323-8100

EXHIBIT _5 (cont.)
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.PROPOSED AGENDA FOR PRESENTATION TO NEW CARROLLTON
._ND DReSDeN GREEN CO_,_NITY ASSOCIATIONS

" 1-95 NOISE BARRIER DESIGN S'FODY

MAY, 1980

OPENING R_RKS AND INTRODUCTION OF CONSULT.%NT T_.LM - BL%

HISTORY _NDPURPOSE OF PROJECT PSAA_!NG

DESCRIPTION 0F S_JDY CORRIDOR

}_OISE CF_L_CTERISTICS .%ND F_;IA DESIGN NOISE LEVELS

DESCRIPTION OF MONITORING PROG_W4

!DEA_IPI_%TION OF NOISE I_ACT .%_K_

BASICS OF NOISE BARRIER DESIGN

MODELING PRCCEDURE

DESCRIPTION OF PRCPOSED NOISE BARRIER SYSTEM

RIGHT-OF-WAY RE_UIREBIENTS

AESTHETIC CGNSIDE_ETIONS

PRESE_ATION OF _LETERIAL CONC'_.'PTS

CO_5_h_ PERIOD

EXHIBIT I]I-5(cont.)
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3. Virffinia

Overview

Between 1975 and 1979, the VirginiaDepartment of Highways and Transportation

(VDOHT) erectedapproximately11.7miles of noisebarriers.All but one of thesewere

constructedin conjunctionwith highway improvement projects(Type I barriers).The

State isnow consideringa Type IIbarrierprogram, one for existinghighwaysthat are

not undergoingexpansion or change. The Type I barrierprogram willbe completed

beforeType IIharrierconstructionbegins.

The VirginiaNoise BarrierProgram isconsistentwith the Federal-AidHighway Act of

1970 and subsequent Department of TransportationRegalationswhich requireStatesto

includenoiseabatement alongwith any new constructionassociatedwith highways.

Management

The Air, Noise and Energy Section of the Virginia Department of Highways and

Transportation is responsible for the barrier program. The agency's duties include

managing noise barrier research and development and design planning, primarily through

a special Barrier Review Committee. This committee evaluates the sound barrier

proposals received from contractors and others and, if the proposal is aeeepted,

oversees the adoption of the design. The committee's decisions are based om

1. Acoustical characteristics

2. Structural adequany

3. Durability and maintenance requirements

4. Cost relative to other similar designs

5. Aesthetics

6. Citizen input.

The VDOHT is also completely responsible for barrier program implementation,

supervising all phases of construction, mid landscaping. Finally, the Department is

required to conduct follow-up surveys to evalute the effectiveness and acceptability of

the barriers.
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Loeal Involvement

In one ease community complaints rather than Federal requirements played a major role

in the decision to construct a noise barrier in Virginia. In that ease citizen complaints

about noise near a State tollway brought the noise problem to the attention of VDOHT

offieials. The State then conducted a study to determine the validity of the complaints

and once officials were satisifed that a problem existed, the barrier was constructed.

Plans and pertinent data for probable noise abatement activities are made available for

review and comment at a public hearing, as an element of the overatl highway project

proposal.

Public opinion is incorporated into noise abatement planning in two ways. First, plans

and pertinent data for noise abatement activities associated with a proposed highway

construction project are presented for review and comment at a public meeting.

Seeond_ barrier eanstruetion projects may be followed-up with VDOHT surveys to

ascertain which materials are the best noise attenuators, what modifications are

needed, and how the community perceives the noise barrier. The result._ of this survey

are taken into consideration in planning the design, color, and landscaping for future

noise barriers.

Technical Aspects of Noise Barriers

Virginia has used five basic materials for sound barriers: earth berms, wood planks on

posts_ prestre_ed eonerete_ glued laminated wood, and steel posts and panel walls.

Earth berms have been used where there has been sufficient right-of-way available.

Berms have also been used in conjunction with barriers made of other materials to

provide necessary height. When berms alone are not feasible, the choice of materials

has been left to the public. Favorable results have been obtained from all types of

materials used.
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Costs and Financing

The average cost of Virginia noise barriers is $863,000 per mile. The cost per foot has

ranged between $100 and $250 depending on the material used for the barrier, the

barrierTs height, and other construetion factors.

The Federal Highway Administrationprovidesfundingfornoisebarrierconstructionon

interstatehighways to the same extent to which itprovidesfunds for constructionof

the highway (usvaIIy90 percent),with the State providingthe remainder from the

general highway fund supportedby the State gesoIinetax. The State'sportion of the

fundingfor one project,a barrieron a non-interstatehighway,was obtainedfrom funds

remaining from tolltoad eans_uction bonds. There are no specialtaxes or funds

specificallydesignatedtosupportbarrierconstruction,as thereare in Minnesota.

4. Pennsylvania

Overview

The first major noise barrier project eoustrueted in Pennsylvania is located in

Philadelphia'sCenter Cityon a 3-milestretchof the Delaware Expressway (I-95).The

barrierswere builtinresponseto pressuresby citizens'groupsand involveda great deal

of community partioipatienthroughoutthe designand planningstages. Barrierheights

range from 8 to 27 feetand were sometimes compromised infavor of an unobstructed

view of Philadelphia's historic waterfront.

Manasement

Primary responsibilityfor barriereonstructieewas held by the PennsylvaniaDepart-

ment of Transportation.However, the Citizens'groupsthatwere aetiveinobtainingthe

barriersalsoplayeda major rolein design. Under the terms of a 1975 eonsent decree

between the PennsylvaniaDepartment of Transportation,the Federal Highway Ad-

ministratiun, the City of Philadelphia, and an organization called the Neighborhood

Preservation Coalition, an arganization of about 20 eonstituent eommunity groups in

the vielnity of 1-95 in PhiladeI_hia, all barrier designs had to be approved by the

Neighborhood Preservation Coalition.

D
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Leeal Involvement

The Pennsylvania noise barrier project illustrates the impaet that concerned and aetive

citizens can have on noise planning in their neighborhooc_. Had eitizeus not banded

together and taken the issue to the courts, the barriers probably would not have been

bunt, and eerteinl:/would not have been designed in a way that would be as satisfying as

they are. The following excerpt from an arfiofle by Harvey S. Knauer describes the

eitizco partieipation proeess.

• . .The finalization of barrier locations, types, and
sizes was considered a major aocomplJshmeet in itsel£ in light
of previous relations between the community and the state
DOT. Agreements were reaehed in numerous meetings held in
the area, usually in the homes of community leaders. Most of
these meetings were held at night and were attended by two or
tl_ee representatives of the Pennsylvania DOT and two or
three community leaders. The early meetings involved in-
formai discussions of noise models, noise theory, and noise
effects. Alternative locations for noise barriers were dis-
cussed extensively, and major consideration was given to the
issue of the view provided. In one area, temporary barriers
were erected to aid the eommuaity in making its decisions
about barrier height.

Many samples of barrier materials were shown to the
community representatives prior to their seleetiom. Barrier
materials, locations, and heights agreed to by the commUnity
leaders and the department were presented as joint recom-
mendations at two large publie meetings. These meetings
eoasisted of an initial two hour informal display period in
which individual questions were answered on a one-to-one
basis. A short 30- to 45-minute formal joint presentation by a
representative of the Pennsylvania DOT and a community
leader followed. Slides of various barrier types were ineluded
in this presentation. After a short recess, a general questiea-
on.answer period wus held, and this was followed by another
one-on-one question-and-answer period. To aid in citizens'
understanding of noise levels, an audiovisual tape of traffic on
a local expressway was played baek in the presence of a sound
meter. The volume was adjusted to varying noise levels,
depending on the level a par tieular individual was interested in
hearing. The noise meter made it possible to approximate Lie
noise levels. The video portion of the demonstration enablt._
participants to experience the noise fluctuations caused by
approaching and diverging truck and automobile traffic.

Each participant in the meeting was asked to complete
a questionnaire indicating his or her feelings about the barrier
raoommendations presented, barrier materials, associated im-
provements, and noise-view trade-offs. Results of the ques-
tiononires were reviewed by the community leaders and

Pennsylvania DOT personnel before formalization of the finalbarrier recommendations.

1Harvey S. Knauer, "Noise B_rters Adjacent to 1-95 in PhtZadelphia," Transportation
_ Research Record T40, Natfonol Academy of Sciences, Washington, D.C., 1980.
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Technical Aspects of.Pennsylvania Barriers

The three mile strip of I-9.5 which was to have barriers on it was divided into four

seetioes. Each of these was designed and contracted for construction separately. In a

neighborhoodconsistingmainlyof three-storyresidentialmiddleand upperclasstown-

houseslocated70 to 110 feetfrom the highway,citizenschose a preeastconcretepanel

and steelpost barrier,dyed brickred and imprinted with a brinkpattern. The post

foundationscan withstanda horizontalforceof 30-1bf/ft2. Tilepost and panelsystem

generallymet PennsylvaniaDOT's objectiveof baing able to salvage certainbarrier

sectionsiftheirmovement was required.Steel noisebarrierswere eonstructedon a

bridge structure in this area.

Citizens in the second neighborhood, one similar to the one described above, chose a

reinforcedearthwall barrier.The wall iscomposed of a seriesof interloeMngpanels

supported by metal strapsthat extend back from the wall into speciallyprepared

baekfillmaterial. A concrete parapet topped with a high decorativefence willbe

erected on top of the wall. This ooncept enabled the development of approximately

fiveacresofopen space and perkingarea behindthe barrier.This area was previously

oeeupied by the cutand slopeof thehighway.

The third contractseeti_, also an upper-income residentialarea, chase a wall of

reinforoedconcretefaced with realbrick.A reflectionchamber was oreatedbetween

the barrierand anexistingretainingwail. Itwas determinedthatabsorptivetreatment

of the existing retaining wall was necessary if the new noise barrier were to produce

the required noise attenuation.

The community in the fourth contract area contained an active artistic element that

was interested in "having the barriers express architecturally the history of the
area.., their ideas materialized into barriers in which multicolored concrete blooks

were used to form a mural design. ,'t The Pennsylvania DOT aoasidered stueeoing the

highway side of the barrier to avoid having motorists distracted by the design.

However, r_nee other states sometimes have designs on the motorists' side of the wall,

the design was left visible. PDOT plans to evaluate the effects on traffic and drivers in

the future.

First floor exterior noise level reductions in the barrier areas were predicted to range

from 6 to 15 dB (L10 noise levels).
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Costs. and Financing

The in-place barrier costs for the Philadelphia barriers ranged from $22/ft 2 for post-

and-panel and reinforced concrete block barriers to $84.74/ft 2 for the reinforced

concrete brick-faced barrier in area 3, with the latter high price due to complicated

excavation_ forming, shoulder removal and replacement, and brick-facing operations.

In 1976, about a year after the signing of the consent decree, Pennsylvania DOT

developed finannial problems that led in 1977 to the suspension of its Twelve-Year

Capital Improvement Program and a major reduction in personnel. DOT was left

without the funding nece_ary to meet the requirements concerning noise barriers

required by the consent decree. Financial problems continued until June, 1978, when it

appeared possible that money would be obtained outside DOT to match Federal

interstate highway funds for barrier construction. In an action unprecedented in the

state_ the legislature in Ontober of 1978 approved $250,000 in matching funds

(transferred from rcvenue sharing funding) for barrier construction.

References

Knauer, Harvey S., "Noise Barriers Adjacent to 1-95 in Philadelphia," Transportation

Research Record 740, National Academy of Sciences, Washington, D.C., 1980.
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5. Wisconsin

Overview

According to a study by NeilR. Wienser and Kumares C. Sinha,the Stateof Wisconsin

has been concerned about freeway noise for some time. The Wisconsin Divisionof

Highway constructedearthberms forsound attentuntiesalong 1-94in M_waukee and

Waukesha Countiesin 1972. These initialbarriereffortswere verysuccessful:

An attitudinalstudy revealed tlmt as a directresultof the
berm eons_'uctionthere was a perceivedreductionin sound
levelsin the neighborhood, and awareness of more privacy
enjoyedby residents(bothinsideand outsideof their homes)
immediately adjacent to the freeway. The study concluded
that"even minor attenuationsof freeway noiseof 5 dB or less
are discerniblewithinadjacentneighborhoodsand,based upon

the subjectiveresponses to the attitudinals_vey, are
perceivedto begreaterthan are aetuany measm'ed."

Local Involve m ent

The primary eurrent barrier project is one al_g the Airport Spur Interchange, a alover-

leaf interchange connecting the Ah'port Spur to 1-94. This project was the direct result

of citizens' protests designed to stop the planned eonstruetien of this interehange. The

eitizem did not succeed in stopping the project, but did commit the highway authority

to the eonstruetim of sound barriers.

The publicis not heavilyInvolvedin the barriersdesignand selectionin Wisconsin.

However, an informals_'veyindicatedthat community involvement would have led to

more community satisfactionwiththe barriers.

INefl R. Wlenser and Kumares C. Sinhe,A Stu._dy.oft._t_heEffectsof Earthen Attenuation
Devices in Reducing and Improving Privacy in Neighborhoods Adjacent to Urban
Freeways, unpablished, part of e program of research and training at Marquette
University, sponsored by the Urban Maw Trart_portetion Administration of the U.S.
Department of Transportation,
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SECTION IV

EVALUATION AND DOCUMENTATION

A. THE HIGHWAY NOISE EVALUATION PROCESS

PreliminaryScreeningof Candidatesfora Hot Spot (Barrier)Project*

To qualifyas a hot spot,an area must usuallyhave a significantpopulationthat is

exposed to an Ldn equal toor greater than75 cIB.The two most importantfactorsin

determiningwhether the highway area willqualifyare the volume of traffieand the

distaneeof the residentsfrom the highway'sedge.

State and localgovernments maintain records on trafficvolume for most highways

withintheirboundaries. The trafficvolume is usuallymeasured with a countingdevice

connected to a pneumatic tape or tube containingthatislaidacrossthe roadway for a

few days and isstated as the average dailytraffie(ADT). The hourly distribution

throughoutthe dayisnot ordinarilyknown.

Informationon the fractionof trafficcomposed ofheavy trueksand buses isvaluable.

If the fractionisnot known, average figuresfor likeroads ean be used. Unlessthe

highway isa designatedtruckroute,the fractionofheavy truekswillrarelyexceed 10

percent. The nationalaverage figureforheavilytravelledhighways is8.5percent.

If the ADT is less than 10,000 vehicles and the heavy vehicle fraction is 8.5 percent, it

is very unlikely that the noise level at an abutting residence will exceed Ldn = 75 dB.

The nomograph in Exhibit IV-1 provides a handy method for estimating the Ldn from
easily obtainable data and is sufficiently accurate for use as a screening device. TIle

nomograph is used as follows:

1) Draw a line from the annual average daily traffic on the left (for

example, 10,000 vehicles) through the percentage of the traffic that is

heavy trucks and buses (say, 10 percent). This is line 1 in the example.

Mark the interseetion of this line with the pivot line on the left.

t

Some of the material in this section was presented in Section HI so the two can be read
independently.

From J.J. HaJed, "L_ Traffic Noise Prediction Method," Transportation Research
Record 648, National _*6ademy of Scieneea_ Washington, D. C. 1977.
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2) Draw a line from this intersection to the speed limit on the stretch of

highway under consideration (50 mph in the example). This gives line 2.

3) Draw a line from the intersection of line 2 with the pivot line on the right

to the distance scale on the right. This gives line 3.

4) The intersection of line 3 with the sound level scale will give the

estimated Ldn"

In the example Hne 3 intersects the sound level scale at between 66 and 67 dB, clearly

less than 75 riB. Therefore, the case which this example represents probably would not

qualify for a hot spot projectj except possibly in noise sensitive areas such as hospitals

and sohool zones.

If the planner experiments with the nomograph he will find that a large traffic volume,

a high speed, and a short distance from the highway to the residence are usually

required to achieve a 75 dB noise level. Special cases such as heavily travelled truck

routes with 30 to 40 percent heavy vehicles, highways extraordinarily close to

residancas_ and highways with heavy volumes of nighttime traffic are the best

candidates for a hot spot project. The first two special cases are unlikely= Planners

rarelyconstructtruck routesclose to residentialareasand homes are rarelylocated

extremely elopeto heavilytravelledhighways. The lastspecialcase is more common.

The homograph above assumes thatnighttimetrafficamounts to10 percent of the daily

traffic.Some formulas assume a 16 percentfigure. Actual nighttimevolumes may

vary considerablyfrom thesenorms.

The estimates obtained by using a nemograph are not a substitutefor the actual

measurements and detailedcomputer simulationsincorporatedintolatersteps,but they

are usefulfor screening.Borderlineeasesshouldbe includedwhen more refinedtesting

begins.

Investi_atin_rCandidateHighways

The simulationmethods developedby FHWA to predictthe noiselevelsnear highways

and the reduction of these levelsby barriersare quite accurate, However, local

officialsand residentsare pleased when actual data are used along with computer

simulations. The two principalsources of data are an analysisof complaints and

measurements of the noise levels.
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Complaint Analysis

Ideally, a hot spot (barrier) program should be a preventive one, one that acts to protect

the public's health in the early stages of highway planning. However, hot spot (barrier)

programs often begin as reactive programs responding to citizens complaints.

In most eommunities noise complaints are received by a wide variety of individuals and

organizations. Among them are elected officials and the police, along with other

departments such as highway, traffic, environmental, fire, zoning, building, health

planning, and public safety agencies. They also include newspapers, environmental

organizations, citizens' and neighborhood organizations, and political parties, Each of

these potential sources should be contacted and photocopies of noise-ralated correspon-

dence, logs, or other complaints should be obtained. Ideally, the records would include

the complainant's name and address, the date and time of the complaints, and the

nature of the noise problem. The identity of the complainant in each ease is important

because the individual is a potential participant in later stages of the project and

because it permits distinguishing between a large number of complaints from a variety

of eomplainants and an equal number of complaints from a few regular complainants.

Plotting the addresses of the complainants on maps wiil give some indications of the

extent of the noise problem and will help to sareeh out complaints from outside the

jurisdiction of the government with the hot spot project. The time patterns of highway

noise can be inferred from the seasons, days of the week, and hours of the day of the

complaints if their number is large. These time patterns and information on the types

of vehlales complained about (trucks, motorcycles, car, sirens on emergency vehicles)

can complement the traffic volume and traffic mix data that are available from the

highway department.

Complaint records should be studied in detail before any noise meaurements or

interviews are conducted. The investigator can benefit both himself and the com-

plainant by calling the complainant to complete any records missing information.

Complainants will be gratified to know they are being heeded, and the investigator will

be able to make better choices of noise survey locations with complete informatio_

Complaints emanating from residences not close to heavily travellad highways; from

isolated residences; and from commuters_ shoppers, workersp and other nonresidents

should be discounted following the initial study of the complete complaint records. Hot

spot projects are limited to protecting residents from highway noise in the Jurisdiction

funding the project.

1_/-4
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Measurement of Sound Levels

Sound Level Meters

An ordinarysound levelmeter can be used to tellthe investigatorwhether a barrieris

potentiallywarranted as a noisecontroldeviceand whether more exact and specialized

work isworthwhile. A sound levelmeter consistsof a microphone (sometimes mounted

directlyon the meter, sometimes on an extension cord),an amplifier,a frequency

weightingnetwork, and a meter movement. The meter movement has a "fast"and a

"slow"responsecapabilitytorespondtorapidlychangingsoundlevels,suchas thosefrom

highway traffic,or to slowlychanginglevelssuch as thosefrom fansorairconditioners.

The "fast"settingshouldbe used when making the measurements for hot spots. Sound

levelmeters are simpleto use and the manufacturers'instructionsare comprehensive,

clear, and easy to follow.

Any sound level meter used for investigating hot spots should meet the specifications of

the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) 1, for a Type i or Type 2 meter. Type

2 meters are less precise than Type I, but are perfectly acceptable for hot spot

identification. Speelal purpose meters are designated by the letter "S" and are

acceptableif they meet the accuracy requirementsfor a Type 2 meter,have a "fast"

meter movement, and include an "A-weighting network". Such a meter will be

designatedas Type S2A meter and is used commonly for community noisemeasure-

ments. Assistancein the choice of a sound level meter may be obtained from the

Regional EPA office. Alternatively,regionalofficeshave often agreed to lend local

officialsinstrumentsfor use in hot spot programs. However, since the number of

availableinstrumentsislimited,a shortwait may be necessary.

Sound levelmeters usersshouldbe aware of certainenvironmentalconditionsthat may

have a large effect on noise level readings. When roads are wet or when the

measurements are being made downwind from the noise source, sound levels will be

higher than they would under other conditions. This does not mean that measurements

should not be made in these situations. On the eontrary, if noise measurements are not

made in periods of rain, the average sound level may be underestimated. Likewise, if

there is prevailing direction for frequent strong winds, the monitoring program that

excludes measurements in the winds win underestimate the average sound levels

downwind and overestimate the noise levels upwind from the noise source.

l"Amerlcan National Standard Specification for Sound Level Meters," ANSI $1.4-1971,

American National Standards lastltute, New York, N.Y. 1971, or its successor.
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Wind and precipitation can also affect measurements by reducing the ability of the

sound level meter to record only the sounds associated with the highway. Even with a

wind screen, the meter will detect noises caused by wind blowing across the micro-

phone. Some microphones produce noises that make measurement unreliable when the

humidity is high. Also, water damages most microphones, so measurements taken in the

rain or heavy snow should be made with special care for the sound level meter. The

user should follow the manufacturer's recommendations in all of these eases.

All sound level meters contain provisions for calibration during use. The procedure is

simple_ but mandatory. If the reference point has changedj a screwdriver adjustment

brings it back to the proper value.

Scanning Surveys

The acousticalmeasurements insupportof a hot spot program shouldbe dividedinto

two pha_es,a seamlingsurvey and,a more thoroughsurvey. The scanningsurveyphnsc

has two purposes."to acquaint the localofficialswith the overallsituationand noise

levels,and to eliminatefrom considerationthe locationsat which the noise levelsare

olearlytoo low toqualifyas hot spots.

A good place tostartiswith the residencesofcomplainants,but residentsof areasthat

are expected to have high noiseleveisbut from which few complaints have been

received should alsobe surveyed. Telephone complainantsand requestpermissionto

enter theirpropertiesto make noisemeasurements. If the residencehas a yard,the

measurements shouldbe made inthe yard closestto the highway thatisthe sourceof

the noise.Ifthe resldennehas noyard,themeasurements may be made in the streetor

alley,unless the complainant liveson the third or higherfloorof a multipleunit

building.In thislastease itmay be necesaryto obtainentrance to the interiorof the

unitto make the measurements on a balcony,on a fireescape,or (leastdesirable)out

an open window.

The scanningsurveyshouldbe undertakenon a weekday unlessthe complaintshave been

about weekend trafficnoise. The measurements should be made throughout the

morning and in the lateafternoonto includehomeward bound commuters. Spend !5

minutes takingsound levelsreadingsevery 15 seconds at each location,recordingthem

on data pads or accounting paper. Be sure to note accurately the location of the
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measurements relative to the residence so the distance from the measurement point to

the highway can be scaled off drawings in the municipal engineering office. The

scanning survey should include the hours when traffic, particularly heavy truck traffic,

is heaviest. Only about 15 sites can be surveyed in an S-hour day, so the first day

should cover a large part of the range of complainants' Ideations, leaving others to be

filled in later. This skipping method also wiU assure that all the measurements are not

made in one region in the same few hours, during which traffic noise may not be its

highest,

Typically, the results of a scanning survey will indicate that many of the complaints do

not have daytime noise levels in excess of 75 dB, even at the noisiest hours. For such

Ideations a cheek should be made of the nighttime levels to see whether they

substantially exceed 65 dB. If they do not, the bdn cannot possibly exceed 75 dB, and

unless it is a sensitive area, the area win not usually be eonsidered a hot spot.

Locations that are not ellminated at this point should be divided into two groups:

elem.eut candidates for more thorough sound surveys and borderline eases. The 1attar

Ideations should be reseanned at times in the day that are different from the times of

the first seen and should be scanned at night. The places remaining after this test will

be the subjects of the more intensive aeousticai surveys.

Thorough Surveys

Surveys conducted to test the prime candidates for hot spots programs are similar to

the preliminary surveys in technical aspects, but require statistically valid sampling

methods and measurements in more Ideations and on more occasions. In some

instances, State highway departments are responsible for the testing and documentation

needed at this stage. In order to qualify for Federal funds, State offieiais should

perform the measurements using FIIWA teelmiques and should be able, upon eompletion_

to draw the noise eontoar maps necessary to prepare the noise plan. The contours will

be affected by the grade and the relative elevation of the highway; by stopping,

slowing, and acceleration portions; by prevailing winds; and by the absorption and

reflection of the terrain and the buildings beside the highway.

When the contours are plotted, some interpretation of the results win be needed, in part

to compensate for the limitationS imposed by the effects of wind and precipitation on

the survey, in part because the survey almost certainly will not have been done over a
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whole year,and in part becausesurveysare made over a periodinwhich the surveyors

and the quantity being surveyed ehunge, at leastslightly. AcousticalconsultantS,

meteorologists,trafficengineers,and socialscientistsexperiencedin survey work all

may be calledon to assistinremoving some of the errorsand ineonslsteneiesinthe

surveydata.

Determination of theImpact

The firststep incalculatingthe impact of the noiseis to count the populationthatis

withinor on each contour line. Only the populationthat residesinsidethe 65 dB

eontoursfor sensitiveland usesand insidethe 75 dB contoursforotherlandusesneeds

tobe counted. Localvotingregisters,citydirectories,census,orothersourcesmay be

used to ennumerate the residentsinsideeach contour. A common and inexpensive

method isto use the real estatetax files,or existingaerialzoning photographs,to

determine the number and typesof housingunitsineach noisecontourand to multiply

these unitsby averageratesofoccupancy(3.0forsinglefamilydetachedhouses,2.8for

townouses,etc.)thathave been derivedfrom countyor municipalsurveys.

Ifprioritymust be set for _fferent areas,the next step isto multiplythe number of

people ineach contour by the number of decibelsby which the noiselevelsto which

they are exposed exceeds 75 (113(65 dB insensitiveareas).Thus the impact of 85 dB on

fivepeopleis equated with the impact of 80 dB on ten people. The impacts then are

plotted on the same maps as the noise contours. Areas with the highestimpacts

normallyare the onesthat deservethe greatestattention.

Other criteriashould be consideredwhen settingpriorities,too. One criterionis

whether the residenceswere builtbefore,during,or afterthe highway was plannedand

constructed.Residences thatpredated the highway get higherconsiderationthanthose

builtafterthe highway plan was adopted or the highway was built.Hours of occupancy

of the residencesare taken intoaccount in some other jurisdictions.If the residents

are singleor ehildies_working people,thepriorityfor noisecontrolisset lower than for

residentswith childrenand stay-at-homeadults.
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B. BARRIER SELECTION; ACOUSTICAL CONSIDERATIONS

Overview of the Barrier Design Process

The Noise Barrier Design Procedure

In the initial phases of barrier design there are several basic questions that must be

answered: How high should the barrier be? How long? Where should the barrier be

placed? What materials should be used? Should there he a wall or herin, or a

combination of the two? In addition to questions concerned with the physical

characteristics of the barrier, questions concerned with economies and the functional

performance of the barrier must be answered as well: How much will the barrier cost?

Will it be accepted by the community as wall as the highway user? Will it create safety

problems? Will there be maintenance or durability problems? 1 This section deals with

the first set of questions, those concerned with teehuleal acoustical aspects of barriers.

For information concerning the second set of quastions_ the reader should refer to

NOISE BARRIER SELECTION= NONACOUSTICAL CONSIDERATIONS.

Exhibit IV-2 depicts the noise barrier design process, as outlined in FHWA's "Noise

Barrier Design Handbook." The first step is the specification of noise reduction goals.

Second_ a large number of design options are identified, considering both the acoustical

requirements imposed by the noise reduction goals and the nonaeoustiesl requirements

related to safety_ maintenance, and aesthetics. The various design options are

evaluated in terms of their acoustical and nonacoustieal characteristics as well as their

costs. Based upon this evaluation, the option that best satisfies the design requirements

and meets the needs of the local area is selected. This is the end of the process

specified in FHWA's Noise Barrier Design Handbook; however, ideally after selection of

a barrier design its physical dimensions should be optimized with the aid of a highway

noisecomputar proEram beforetha design is finalized. Commuaity perticipation should

be included in all the phases of the barrier design process. 2

IMylas A. Simpson, "Effective Design of Highway Noise Barriers Using the "Noise
Barrier Design Handbook," Prooeedings of Conference on Highway Traffic Noise
Mitigation conducted by the Tronsportation Research Board for the U.S. Department of
Transportal:lon, December 11-15, 1978, p.127.

2lbid, p.128.
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Barrier Insertion Loss

Of primary importance in the design of an effective noise abatement barrier is

determination of the proper noise reduction goal. To determine the noise reduction

design goal, the handbook uses the eoneept of barrier insertion loss, whieh is the

difference in levels measured at a receiver location before and after the construction

of the barrier. As shown in Exhibit IV-3, the insertion loss is a function of several

factors, each of which should be accounted for in ealnulating the effect of a noise

barrier on the surrounding eommunity. First, the insertion loss depends upon the barrier

(_B), resulting from diffraction of sound from the highway over theattenuation, top

and sides of the barrier. The insertion loss also depends upon the transmission loss, TL,

a measure of the ability of the barrier to transmit noise through it. The quantity

BAR is the change in barrier attenuation that results when parallel barriers on both

sides of the highway eause multiple sound refieetions, and some additional sound is

diffraoted over the top of the nearer barrier. Since the eonstruetioo of the barrier may

result in Io_ of attenuation from an already existing strueture, the insertion loss also

depends upon this existing shielding, ealled /XS. Finany, when sound propagates over
absorptive ground there are certain ground effects whioh result in a higher propagation

loss than when the terrain is hard and fiat. These ground effents may aeeount for the

difference between the 3 and 4.5 dB per doubling of distance dropoff rates observed for

reflenting vs. non-refleoting ground oonditions. 1

Design Goal Insertion Loss

The design goal insertion loss is the differenoe between the noise level measured

or predicted at a site before eons'a'uetion of the barrier and the desired or criterion

noise level:

Design geaIIL = L (before) - L (criterion)

In this equation the "before" and "erlterion" levels may both be expressed in terms of

either LID or Leq levels in dBA. In order to aohieve the desired insertion loss, the
barrier must therefore be designed to achieve a design goal noise reduction as follows_

NR = L(before) - L(eritarion) + max(ZX S, A G)Design goal

lMyles A. Simpson, "Effective Design of Highway Noise Barrier,_ Using the "Noise
Barrier Design Handbool¢_" Proceedingsof Conference on Highway Traffic Noise Mitigation
conduc ted by the Transportation R eseareh Board for the U .S. D epartm ent of Transportat ion,
December 11-15, 1978, p.128.
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IL = NR - max(As, AG)

where

A B = barrier attenuationresultingfrom diffractionover the

barriertop

TL = transmissionlossthroughthe barrier

A BAR = change in barrier attenuation resulting from multiple

refleotlonsfrom doublebarriers

A S = shieldingattenuationfrom other barriers between highway
and receiver

A G = attenuation from ground effects

EXHIBIT IV-3: DEFINING BARRIER INSERTION LOSS

(

.I
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Thus, the barrier attenuation, transmission loss, and change in barrier attenuation must

be balanced in the designto provide a net noise reductionwhich satisfiesthisdesign

goal.

In orderto determine the variousparameters inthislastequation,thehighway designer

may usa one of the availablehighway noise predieitonmethods. Alternatively,for

existinghighways some of these parameters may be determined by actual field

measurements in particularlocationof interest.As an added benefit,usa of field

measurements to determine"before"noiselevelsprovidesusefuldocumentation of pro-

barrierconditionsand can be used tovalidatetheanalyticalpredictions.

Even ifanalyticalmethods aloneare used todetermine thenoiselevelsfor the "before"

ease,use of fieldmeasurements to determine possibleground absorptioneffects,/_ G'

willbe moat useful.Such an approach would involvemeasurement ata typicalreceiver

location,say 5 feetabove the ground,with simultaneousmeasurements 20 or 25 feetin

the air.The differenceinlevelbetween thesetwo setsofdata isa good measure of the

amount ofabsorptioncausedby ground effects.

Further,Justas itwas importantto obtainmeasurements at criticalreeelvarlocations

before aonstl.uetion of the barrier to document existing levels, it is quite useful to make

measurements afterbarrierconstructionto document actualbarrierperformance. Such

data willprovide a true measure of the actualinsertionlossof the barrier. If the

barrierhas met its designgoal, these measurements are usefulfrom a community

relationspoint of view. If the design has not been successful,it is important to

recognize that faet,so that,ifpossible,the problem can be remedied. Even if this

cannot be aeeomplished,analysisof the reasonsthat the barrierdoes not achieve its

designinsertionlosswould provideusefulinformationinthe designof futurebarriers1.

BasicBarrierMaterialsand Shapes

The materialsfor barrierconstruction(Tablei) are no differentthan those used for

other types of structures. They are used alone or in Various combinations.

1Myles, Simpson, "Effective Des/gn of Highway Noise Barriers Using the "Noise Barrier
Design Handbook," Proceedings of Conference on Highway Traffic Noise Mitigation
conducted by the Tran_portutlon Research Board for the U.S. Department of Transpor-
tation, December 11-15, 1978, p. 129.
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TABLE 1

Basic Materials Used in Barrier Construction

Mineral Aggregate

Portland Cement

Metal (Steal, Aluminum)

Wood

Earth

Plastic

Combinations

These materials and combination ean be translated either into rigid shaped forms (Table

2) such as panels, blocks_ planks, and sheets or plastic forms using ooneretej stucco, and

earth mounds. Depending on the basic material and the shape and nature of the unit

used in constructing a barrier, fabrication may be off-site_ on-site, or a combination of

both.

TABLE 2

Basic Shapes of Structural Units

Panels 1

Blocks Rigid

Planks Form

Sheets

Concrete

Stucco _ Plastic
Mounds J Farm

The ultimate form of the material is that of a wall or a mound serving as a barrier to

sound transmission. Barriers may be constructed of one materiaJ or two or more

distinctly different materials. A few of the possible barrier types are listed in Table 3.
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TABLE 3

Examples of Barrier Types

Concrete block (many varieties including slumpstone)

Concrete (Preeast or eust-in-plaee)

MetEd

Earth Berm

Earth Berm and Concrete Block

Wood

Stucco on Chain Link Fence

Stucco on Metal Lath

Stucco over Wire and Paper

Sign Panels

Lexan (Transparent)

Steel and Fiberglass (sound absorbent)

When two materials are used, the contact may be longitudinal, as in the ease of a wall

structure atop an earth mound or vertical, as in the ease of alternating panels or wall

sections.

Sound Absorbing Materials

Refleetin_ Noise

Most barrier construction materials ere "hard" and tend to reflect noise. This

reflection may mean that the barrier actually increases the noise to which a listener is

exposed (Case 1) or the benefits of a barrier are reduced (Case 2).
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Case 1: Reflection in a Single-Barrier System

Noise Path Without a Barrier

Truck Highway

Noise Path With a Barrier

Trtmk Highway Noise Barrier

Case 2: Multiple Reflections in a Two-Barrier System

What are Sound-AbsorbinffMaterials?

A sound-absorbing material absorbs sound by forcing the air molecules to move in and

around many tiny fibers or pamages. As the air molecules are foreed in directions other

than a Straight back-and-forth motion, they lose energy, and the sound intensity or level

decreases.

Familiae objects made of materials that absorb sound inolude thick carpeting, stuffed

furniture, and heavy draperies. Fabrics are soft and fibrous, ehareeteristins that make

them excellent sound absorbers.
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How much sound a material absorbs, its effectiveness, is usually rated by the material's

absorption coefficient, a. The absorption coefficient is defined as the ratio of the

sound energy absorbed by a surface to the sound energy incident upon that surface, c_

may take on all numerical values betwen 0 and 1. For a perfect absorberj ¢z = 1.0; for a

perfect reflector, a = 0. The absorption coefficient is specified at a certain frequency,

or over a range of frequencies. Commonly, the absorption coefficient of a material is

specified in octave bands, from 63 Hz to 8000 Hz. For example, a poured concrete

surface that has an absorption coefficient of 0.02 in the 500 Hz octave band reflects 98

percent of the incident sound in the octave band centered on 500 Hz. On the other

hand, for a 2-inch thick glass fiber blanket spaced 1 in. away from a solid backing, a =

0.90 in the 800 Hz octave band; therefore, 90 percent of the incident sound energy in

the 800 Hz octave band is absorbed, and as a result, the level of the reflected sound is

10 dB lower than the level of the incident sound. 1

Criteria for Seleetin_.Sound-Absorbing Materials

Materials should be selected to meet criteria based on the following characteristics (in

order of importance):

1. Sound-absorbingcapacity

2. Physicaldurability

3. Acousticaldurability

4. Maintenance requirements

5. Flame, fuel,smoke ratings.

Sound-AbsorbingCapacity

Sound-absorbingtreatmentsfor highway barriersmust have absorptioncoefficientsof

0.6or higheron the barriersurfaeesfo,'octave bands of 250,500, 1000, and 2000 Hz.

Materials that do not meet these criteria should not be considered further.

Other Criteria

The other criterialistedabove involvedin seleetlngsound absorbing materialsare

discussedin NOISE BARRIER SELECTION; NONACOUSTICAL CONSIDERATIONS.

lchrlstopherW. Menge and NevilleA. Powers, "Sound_AbsorbingBarriers:Materialsand
Applications," Proceedings of Conference on Highway Traffic Noise Mitigation
conducted by the Trenpsortation Research Board for the U.S. Department of Trans-
portation, December 11-15, 1978, p. 189.
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Some SpecificSound Absorbing .Materials

StandardEffectiveMaterials

There are four standard materials used as sound absorbers: resonant cavity concrete

masonry units,glassfiberbatts,wood fiberplanks,and spray-on treatments such as

vermiculiteor perliteaggregateconcrete.

Resonant cavity eonarete masonry units are suitable for both free-standing acoustic

barrier walls and for an absorptive treatment in locations sueh as tunnels and

underpasses. The concrete masonry units are a standard concrete masonry block with

slotted apertures to allow a resonance inside the block. One type of block is a

proprietary product ealted "Soundbox/' as manufactured by the Proudfoot Company.

Glass fiber batts are a suitable materiel for use on free-standing acoustic barriers,

tunnels, and underpasses. The glass fiber batts are two inehes nominal thickness, one

and a half pound cubic foot density and wrapped in a protective covering of 1.5 rail

thickness mylar. The batts then are stapled to wood runners which allow a minimum

two inches air space behind the glass fiber batts. The front face of the glass fiber batts

is protected by the use of random wood battens whieh leave minimum of 30 to 40

percent of the surface area expo6ed.

The third type of aeoustie absorption material is pressed wood fiber boards. To be

suitable for use in an exterior location this material shouid be manufactured with a

suitable binder and protected from deterioration weathering by the use of exterior non-

bridging type latex paint. The pressed wood boards should also be treated with fire-

retardant chemicals in the manufacturing process. These boards may be nailed or

attached directly to the supporting structural system, allowing a six to sixteen inch air

space behind the board for optimum performance. In addition, the wood fiber boards

ahould be located where they are not subject to road splash. It must be emphasized

that, while several wood fiber planks are available, the feasibility for exposure to

weathering and elcaning must be verified for the specific product under consideration.

The fourth type of acoustical absorption material is a spray-on system of Portland

cement concrete with a light-weight perlite or vermieulite aggregate. This product

may be sprayed an a high rib metal lath which in turn maintains a two-inch air space
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behind the material Due to the possibility of this material spelling in freezing

temperature, it is not recommended for use where exposed to saturation, then freezing.

This material should also be protected by the use of a non-brldgir_ exterior latex paint

or silicone treatment 1.

Plantings

Dense evergreen trees, shrubs, vines, and grass are often considered as possible

materials for noise abatement. They are often proposed both as sound barriers and as

sound absorbers. In both cases, they exhibit such serious deficiencies that, opart from

their use to meet other criteria for highway design (beautification, visual screening),

they should not be considered to meet sound-attenuation criteria for highways.

Growing materials are partica]arly unsuitable for use as sound-absorbing materials

beside highways. To be effective a plant's leaf structure would have to be similar in

fineness and density to glass fiber. At present, a plant with these characteristics has

not been identified 2.

.Alternatives to Sound-Absorbin[_ Materials

Sound-absorbing materials may be undesirable because of cost maintenance require-

rnents_ or design constraints. There are a few alternatives to sotmd-absorblng materials

that may be considered for partienlar conditions.

Alternative. Covered Highway

By covering a highway, excessive noise levels can be reduced dramaticany_ as shown in

Case 3.

Case 3= Covered llighway

_'_" 7"f_ ^,, _-_L/" ' .'_'_'
Vt NTL ATIlt4

I_U'LDm_

1Noise Barrter De_fgn ltendbook, Federel Highway Adm[n[_tratfon, U.S. Department of
_raasportetlon_ 1978_ pp, 3-55 * 3-g?.

._ 2_Jengc and Po_er_p op. eft, pp. 200-202.
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Although the noise problems can be virtualIy eliminated with this proeedure, other

factors such as cost and ventilation requirements are usually primary considerations.

The cost is usually much higher than even the most expensive noise barrier design, and

tunnels must be ventilated_ unless they are very short. Ventilation systems often

require a high exhaust stack and additional structures to house the motors and fans. If

not designed properly_ ventilation systems ean create their own noise problems.

Alternative: Harms

Earth barms can be plaeed on both sides of a highway to act as noise barriers, as shown
in Case 4.

Case 4: Earth Berms as Noise Barriers

\

The berms, because of their shape, will not allow soundto refieet back and forth. They

will aet effectively as single, independent barriers_ as long as no vertical walls are

placed on top of them. As an alternative to absorptive barriers_ barms have limited

application, since a significant amount of right-of-way property is required. This

alternative is partieularly difficult in urban areas where space is limited.

Alternative: Sloped Harriers

A configuration of sloped barriers has been tested recently in an acoustical scale model

study for the Harbor Tunnel Thruway in Baltimore, Maryland. It is shown as Case 5.

Case 5: Sloped Barriers

For this particular configuration (a depressed highway with residential areas on both

sides)_ hard reflective barriers sloped away from the highway at an angle of 10 degrees

: from the vertical were found to be as effective as an absorptive vertical two-barrier

system.
IV-20
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Although very little information about the overall effectiveness of sloped barriers

exists, sloped bexriars should prove to be effective for configurations other than that of

the Harbor Tunnel Thruway. Model studies will generally be required to determine

optimum barrier locations and slopes, at least until enough data are eollected to

develop generalizations. Pot other configurations, sloped barriers may have to be

higher than vertical absorptive barriers. Once the performance eharaeteristies of

sloped barriers are known, cost and installation limitations will be compared with those

of absorptive two-barrier systems. Only then will the best applications for each

approach be defined.

Sloped barriers, however, will not replace sound-absorbing materials in all applications.

Where deep cuts require vertical walls or spare is limited, sound-absorbing treatments

win be the oaly effective means of eliminating the multiple reflections that degrade a

two-barrier system's performance 1.

References
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technical aspects of barrier design.
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Federal Highway Administration Highway Noise Barrier Seleetion_ Design_ and Con-

struetion., 1978.

Mange, Christopher W. and Neville A. Powers, "Sound-Absorbing Barriers: Materials

and ApD1ications," Proceedings of Conference of Highway Traffic Noise

Mitigation conducted by the Transportation Research Board for the U.S.

Department of Transportation, December 11-15, 1978.

Simpson, Myles A., "Effective Design of Highway Noise Barriers Using the "Noise

Barrier Design Handbook," Proceedings of Conference on Highway Traffic Noise

Mitigation conducted by the Transportation Research Board for the U.S.

Department of Transportation, December 11-15, 1978.

1_id, p. 201.
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C. BARRIER SELECTION: NONACOUSTICAL CONSIDERATIONS

Introduetion

In ehoosing a barrier design and material, community planners are concerned not only

with the effectiveness of the barrier, but also with safety, durability, maintenanee,

aesthetic, and cost considerations. Eseh of these latter factors is discussed here. The

reader should refer to BARRIER SELECTION: ACOUSTICAL CONSIDERATIONS for

information on the noise reduetion effects of various barrier designs.

Safety

Motorist Hazards

Visibility

Barriers must bs designed carefully to avoid hazardous effects on traffie and the

general public. Special care must be taken to avoid obstrueting visibility for traffie

rounding curves, merging from freeway entrances, and merging to frontage roads and

cross roads passing over the freeway.

Horizontal stopping sight distance should be provided for all traffic. A oompromise in

acoustical effectiveness may be nsensary to allow sufficient merging sight distanees on

entrance ramps. Walls ean be overlapped as much as is Judged safe.

Some controversy still exists as to whether w_;l_ at signalized intersections of arnss

streets and ramps or frontage roads can be safely brought to the standard visibility

offset for signalized intersections. Some engineers advocate the uncontrolled intee-

section sight distance be used where possible at eontro]/ed intersections to provide the

extra margin for emargeney vehicles and persons running the stop sign or traffic signal.

Others feel the noise wall is not different from a corner grocery store at a signalized

urban intersection and can safely be brought close to the corner. The argument can

become emotionalj centering around the worth of a life versus the value of noise

abatement. In Minnesota the state's department of transportation resolvas eanh case

after an on-site review by the district traffie engineer. In any easej walls are set back

as much as possible to provide maximum intersection sight distance.
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Transparentwallsare not considereda reliablealternativeinprovidingsafetyvisibility

for motorists,because reflectionoccurs under some lightingconditionsand keeping

panels clean enough for adequate safety is next to impossible with acceptable

maintenance budgets1.

Obstacles

Collisionpotentialfor errantvehiclesexistsno matter how far an obstacleisplaced

from the pavement.

While barriersare most effectiveacousticallywhen placednear the roadway, efforts

should be made to use safetyclear zone criteriato locatethe barrier. When site

conditionspermit,barriersshouldbe placed 9 m (30ft.)from the shoulderifon level

ground. Greater offsetsarerequiredifthe barrierswillbe downhillfrom the roadway.

Exposed corners or posts facinghigh speed trafficwithinthe clear zone should be

avoided unlessprotected by a guardrail. The guardrailmay be erected separateiyor

mounted on the barrieritself.If there isan interveningcurb, the heightof the rail

shouldbe adjustedupward tocompensate for vaultingvehicles.

Guardrailsshouldnot normallybe placedalong citystreetscarryinglow speed traffic

on the residentialsideof a wall,althoughexposed cornersarediscouraged.Wailends in

exitramp areasshouldbe protectedby an appropriatecrashenshion2.

Effectson Traffic

Noise barrierdesignersand localauthoritiesare oftenconcerned thatcontinuouswalls

might tend to constricttrafficflow,lower speeds,orproduce accidents. To avoid this

problem, very tallwalls (20 or more feet)shouldbe placed 30 to 40 feet from the

roadways. In Minnesota, where this policy is followed,engineers monitoring the

accident situation report no notieable increase in congestion or accidents after walls

were erected. In fact, accidents in some locations apparently were reduced but further

study is needed to determine whether the barriers had any influence on this.

1Renald M. Conner, Jr., "Minnesota's Experiences with Noise Barrier Systems," Pro-
ceedings of Conference on Highway Traffic Noise Mitigation Conducted by the
Transportetion Research Board for the U.S. Department of Transportation, December
II'15,1978, p. 253.

2 Ibid., p. 253.
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Fire Hazards

Fire risks can never be oompletely eliminated, but eare should be taken to reduoe the

probability of fire as mueh as possible. The effects of a lightning strike on the barrier

should be eonsidared. A metal wall eould carry a l_ghtaing charge a long distanoe,

inareasing risk of personal eontact.

Among the sound absorbing materials that might be used in barriers, one class of

materials - polymer foams - do not meet acceptable standards. Polymer foams produee

cyanide or other highly toxJo gases when burned, and although some foams are rated

"self-extinguishing," they ean eontinue to burn it" fueled by other burning materials that

might be present in an automobile fire. Most fabrie sound absorbers, on the other hand,

can be treated if necessary with flame retardants, which would make their flame, fuel,

and smoke ratings acceptable for placement near highways.

Finally planners should avoid barrier designs that prevent firefightars from seeing or

gaining aeoeSS to fire hydrants. One community resolved the problem by instaning fire

hose openings, simply a hole covered with a square board nailed or hinged over it,

opposite every hydrant on adjacent roads and mounting coded markers on both sides of

the wall.

Other Safety Hazards

Although barriers prevent road surfaces from being blown clear of snow, snow-drifts are

not usually a problem since most barriers are in urbanized areas which have less drifting

potential and strong maintenance programs.

Walls designed with potential ecaJars in mind may actually improve freeway safety by

preventing pedestrian and animal crossings whioh formerly went over, through or under

chain link right-of-way faeces. Walls are usually constructed at least a few feet inside

the right-of-way to allow access for future maintenance if needed. Chain link right-of-

way fences are usually removed and adjacent ]and users may be allowed upon the

remaining right-of-way behind the wall 1.

1Ronald M. Canner, Jr., "Mlnnesote's Experiences with Noise Barrier Systems," Pro-
oeedings of Conference on Highway Traffic Noise Mf_lgation Conducted by the
Trnnsportution Research Board for the U.S. Department of Trm_portatien, December
11"15, 1978, p.254.
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Durability

A noise barriershould withstand weathering and normal abuse and stillretainits

fundamental value for itsintendedlife. Durabilityrequirementsean be met through

attentionto detailin designfeatures,eonneetions,and materialspeeifieations.For

instance,timber barriersshould be of appropriatespeciesand must be seasoned and

treatedwith a preservativeagainstinsectsand rot.Earth mounds shouldbe protected

againsterosion.Concrete barriersmust use materialsnot susceptibleto saltactionand

provide adequate eover for reinforcingor prestressingsteel. Metal walls must be

protectedby galvanizingand longlastingeorrnsion-preventingcoatingsI.

Barriers must also be able to withstand wind loads of about 75 mph and should be built

to endure the weight of the expected snow and lee loads.

Maintenanee

Since we must maintain everything we build, maintenance requirements play an

important part in barrier selection. The primary eonsideratons, ease and frequency of

repair, should be taken into account both when choosing an architectural design for the

barriers and when choosing barrier materials.

Noise barriers on the right-of-way line provide the easiest access for maintenance.

Barrier designs should include access gates for maintenance work for walls located off

the right-of-way or on certain types of terrain. Access gates should be designed on a

ease-by-ease basis aeeerding to the types of equipment that will have to pass through

them.

Certain types of barrier material, notably prestressed concrete panels, will require

virtually no repairs. However, concrete walls attract graffiti which may have to be

removed frequently. To remedy this problem, the wall can be treated with anti-graffiti

material coating which does not absorb paint, o_ it can be blocked off by a chain lilfl¢

fence. Wood plank or earth mound barriers may also be good selections in terms of

their maintenance. Wood planks on posts are easily repaired and dismantled and

discourage graffiti. Earth mounds may also be easy to maintain, especially if there is a

largo supply of earth nearby, and are not subject to assault by graffiti artists.

IRonald M. Canner, Jr., "Minnesota'sExperiences with Noise Barrier Systems," Pro-
ceedings of Conference on lti_thwey Traffic Noise Mitigation Conducted by the
Transportation Research Board for the U.S. Department of Transportationp December
11"15, 1978, p. 257.
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Aesthetics

Appearance

Importance of Appearance

Noise barrier development differs from highway design because material selection and

alignment ean have a profound visual impart on both the motorist and the roadside land

user. A much greater emphasis must be placed on the appearance of a barrier than has

been put into the appearance of a road.

The appearance of a noise barrier is probably the one item by which the vast majority

of the public will Judge the merits of this publie works project. True, the residents

behind the wall will judge it on its acoustical value, but they also judge it on its looks

and what it does to their surroundings. The transportation engineers will judge it on its

eost, its durability, its strength, and its safety. However, these groups are only a small

proportion of these that view the barrier daily. A "sueeeesful" noise barrier should be

visually pleasing or at least not grossly displeasing to the public. The question of how

much extra to pay for appearance has no simple answer. One cannot build a Taj MahaI

and expect the public to swallow the eosts. On the other hand there is no premium on

ugliness. The challenge is to obtain publicly acceptable functional good looks out of the

few noise abatement dollars available 1.

Dealing with Appearance Issues

Quality of appearance is difficult to quantify. People have different preferences and

they change. Candidate barrier systems should not be rejected solely for appearance

reasons. Instead, the final selection of barrier systems for each project should be made

after eonsidarable input from the residents and community where the barrier is to be

located. In Minnesota, landseape architects present the designs they feel are

acceptable for the speoifie site in a public meeting. Their selections are based upon

suitability of the system for the terrain and neighborhood style, and continuity of the

wall designs the motoring public will pass on their route within a matter of minutes2.

1Ronald M. Canner, Jr., "Minnesota's Experiences with Noise Barrier Systems/f Pro-
ceedings of Con[erenee on Highway Traffic Noise Mitigation Conducted by the
Transportation Research Board for the U.S. Department of Tran._portation, December
11"15,1978,p. 254

2/bid., p. 254. IV-26



Difficulties Eneountered

The extreme heights needed and narrow right-of-ways available make designing pleasing

barriersalong existingfreeways very difficult.Frequently a very high straightwall

must be "shoo-hornnd"intoa narrow right-of-wayon a steep sideslope,with no room

for trees,shrubs,wallbays,or other refinementsthathelp reduce the adverse visual

impact of a noisewall.

Pleasingwalldesignsare often considerablymore difficultto developwhen the terrain

isflatand the right-of-wayisnarrow than when the designerhas wider right-of-ways,

undulatingterrainand curved roadways to work with. On the otherhand, ifterrainis

rugged, achievingacousticaleffectivenessbecomes more difficultand expensive. In

general,a designtailoredfrom the beginningfor pleasingappearance willnot entail

largecostpenalties.Avoid the situationwhere a landscaperislaterasked to trytodo

something to hidea visualmonster erectedwithlittleregardtoitsappearance.

Noise abatement systems along new highways are best developed concurrentlyand

integrallywith the projectlayoutso allpartsof the projectcan betterharmonize and

blendwith the surroundings.The resultsof recentattempts to integratepleasingnoise

barriersintourban freeway projectson new locationsshouldbe interestingto review

when completed1.

Appearance Factors

Configuration

Appearance depends much on how heightchanges and alignment changes are handled.

Stepping down the wall ends or turning corners helps reduee their visual impact.

Frequent jogs or bays in the wall plan are interesting. A smooth serpentine alignment

can often be pleasing. These features also facilitate massed planting on both sides of a

barrier otherwise impossible in a narrow right-of-way 2.

1Ronald M. Conner, Jr., "Minnesota's Ezperience8 with Noise Barrier Systems_" Pro-
ceedings of Conference on Highway Traffic Noise Mitigation Conducted by the
Transportation Research Board for the U.$. Department of Transportation, December

• 11"15, 1978p pp. 254"255.

21bld.,p. 255.
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Texture

Surface texture of walls can be created at little added east by raking eonerete surfaces_

exposing posts_ hiding posts, adding battenS and using color patterns. Treated timber

planks and glued laminated wood panels have a wood grain texture visible to persons

passing nearby1.

Coler

Paint or stain may be applied suceessfully to the surfaces of all materials with the

exception of earth and possibly, plastic. Certain woods and steels will weather or

oxidize to an interesting appearance following installation.

Where stucco is used, the top coat can have color incorporated into it. Color can also

be added to concrete during the mixing process, although this is not as economical as

might be desired. In the manufacture of concrete blocks, ehoiee of aggregate and

addition of color to the matrix ean produce striking effectS. 2

Initial color is sometimes a problem with timber walls because it is usually governed by

the type of preservative chosen. All eventually fade to a weathered brown or gray

eoler. 3

Site Compatibility

Some materials are more compatible with a particular environment than with another.

As an example_ the use of slumpstane bloel¢ is acceptable in most western or

southwestern urban ereasj but probably would look out-of-place in eastern eities_

particularly in older areas where brick was used extensively. The manner in which the

barrier flows with the terrain is also important_ particularly where alternate cut and fill

or rapidly changing terrain situations are encountered.

IRonald M. Cmuler_ Jr._ ttMlnnesotat8 Experiences with Noise Barrier Systems_" Pro-
ceedings of Conference on Hi_hwey Traffic Noise Mitigation Conducted by the
Transportation Research Board for the U.S. Department of Transportation_ December
11"15,p. 255.

2Randolph F. Blum, sfVisual Quality In Noise Barrier DeSign," Proceedings of Conference
on Highway Traffic Noise Mitigation Conducted by the Transportation Resident_s Board
for the U,S. Department of Transportationj December 11-15_ 1978, pp. 161-162.

3Caruler, op. cir. p. 255. IV-28



Barriers must also be compatible with adjoining barriers and careful thought should be

given to continuity of appearance along any given route as it traverses an urban area.

With the advent of state and local noise ordinances, new residential developments may

have developer-constructed barriers which either abut existing barriers or which will be

contiguous with future barriers. Often these developer-constructed barriers are not

designed with any factor in mind other than cost and height 1.

Graffiti

Graffiti is an important aspect of appearance. Problems with graffiti can be handled in

one of three ways. First, the barrier itself may be made of a material that does not

attract graffiti, such as earth berms or, to a lesser extent, wood posts and planks.

Alternatively_ the barrier could be treated with an anti-graffiti material which can be

washed. Finally_ access to the barrier can be reduced with the use of chain link fences

or certain architectural dasigrts.

Costs

Source of the Cost Data

The cost information presented below is based on the experience of the State of

Minnesota in 1977.

Barrier Systems C_._

Introduction

Every dollar spent on noise barriers means fewer doliars available for needed roadway

andsafety improvements. Costs for noise wall systems cover a wide range. Exhibit IV-4

shows some general comparisons between estimated costs of typical designs

accepted for use by the Minnesota Department of Transportation. These costs do not

include costs for site preparation, landscaping, engineering, or maintenance.

1Roneld M. Canncr_ Jr. "Mlnncsota'a Experiences with Noise Barrier Systems_" Pro-
ceedings of Conference on Highway Traffic Noise Mitigation Cona_Jeted by l;he
Transportation Research Beard far the U.S. Department of Transpartationj December
11-15_ 1978, p. 260.
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EXHIBIT IV-4: ESTIMATED COSTS FOR NOISE WALLS

($1,000/KM/SIDE OF HIGHWAY)

4.5m 6m
(15 ft.) (20 ft.)
Barrier Ratio Barrier Ratio

Type ofBarrier (1000's) to WPWF (1000's) to WPWF

Wood Post Wood

Facing(WPWF)* $ 170 1.0 $ 250 1.0

Concrete Post Wood
Facing* 230 1.4 320 1.3

Concrete PaneLs 280 1.7 320 1.3

Glued Laminated
Wood Panel 400 2.4 550 2.2

Metal Post Metal
Facing** 560 3.3 800 3.2

Embankment Mound 260 1.6 NA NA

*Single Faced
**Double Faned
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BarrierCosts on New vs.ExistingHighways

Barriercostsare usuallylower when the barrierisconstructedat the same time as the

highway rather than as part of a retrofitprogram. This is because new highway

constructionplanners take barrierneeds intoaccount and sometimes availabilityof

excessearthand excessright-of-waywillpermiteliminationof wads in favorof barrier

mounds.

Panel Barriers

Examinati}_nof ExhibitHI-5 shows that unitcostsof panel designs,particularlythe

glued laminatedwood panelwallsystem, are much more sensitiveto heightsthan unit

costsof postsupportedwall systems. This isbecause embedment and sizeincreases

affect the whole panel,not justthe posts. The low wall is inefficientbecause

substantialembedments are needed for even low wallheights. The inefficiencyof high

panel wallsisdue tothe need forembedments and thickerpanelsthroughoutthe panel.

Earth Mounds

Earth mound barrier costs increase rapidly with height, but may be extremely cost

effieiant when low walls are needed, especially if waste dirt is in good supply. Earth

mounds are also advantageous in that they are not susceptible to graffiti problems and

need not be painted.

Postand Plank Systems

At 15 and 20 footheightwalllevels,timber postand planksystems are by farthe least

expensiveto eontruct.However, appearance considerationsmight leadto the choice of

an expensivesysem such as the gluedlaminated wood panel. Part of the savingarises

from the fact that post and plank systems can be arranged to straddlesewers and

powerllnesratherthanrequiringmajor workingof theseothernecessarysystems. Wood

plankand postsystems arealsoeasilyrepairedand dismantledand discouragegraffiti.

Panel/EarthMound Combinations

Substantialmost savingscan sometimes be achieved by combining a low earth mound

with a panel wan. At goingpricesinthe Twin Cities,a 2.44m (8ft.)wide earth mound

with one-on-threesideslopesislessexpensivethan allwails (exceptthe timber post
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BARRJ[R HEIGHT (m)

Hey to Wail Type Abbreviations

C.P. Treated wood plank taring on prestressed or reinforced eonorete posts

E.M. Earth mound

G.L, Glued laminated wood panel wall

P.C.P. Prestressed concrete panel wall

W.P. Treated wood plank facing on treated timber posts

EXHIBIT IV-5: COMPARATIVE COSTS FOR UNIT LENGTH OF COMMON MINNESOTA

NOISE BARRIER SYSTEMS OF VARIOUS HEIGHTS
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wail) up to about 3 m (10 ft.), if enough right-of-way is available. Cutting 1.5 to 3 m (5

to 10 ft.) from the height of a panel wall with an earth mound can out total barrier

costs by up to 25 to 59 percent, depending on local availability and cost of earth fill A

mound also tends to reduce the apparent height of the barrier, making it more visually

acceptable, and reduces its aece_ibility to errant vehieles.

Cost Savings Techniques

WaLi lengths can be reduced by turning the corner at the edge of the residential

development being protected, saving $10,000 to $20,000 per barrier end if the right-of-

way is available and not too expensive. This is because the length of barrier extending

paraLiel to the extending highway necessary to adequately protect the edges of a

development from flanking noise is about two or four times the setback of homes behind

a barrier.

Total Barrier Project Costs

Barrier costs already diseassed do not include costs of construction work necessitated

by the barrier installation. Such items as site preparation_ drainage corrections, special

foundation designs, earth retaining designs, and landscaping can contribute materially

to the barrier project costs. Typical project costs are about 10 to 20 percent higher

than the barrier cost alone. The overall average cost of noise barrier projects in

Minnesota over the last six years is about $430 per meter ($130 per lin. ft.), including

all work items required for site work_ furnishing, installing, and landscaping the required

barrier. These figures are based on 51.5 km (32 1in. miles) of barrier averaging 5.2 m (17

ft.) in height. More recent barriers are more expensive than earlier wails because of

inflation and a trend toward more costly systems.

As stated earllar_ noise barriers included with major contracts for new freeways usuaLiy

cost substantially less than wails retrofitted on existing highways. Indeed, some rough

data imply that barrier costs, when part of a major grading contract, are on the order

of one-half to one-third the cost of a retrofit barrier. However, extracting true barrier

eosts items from major contract bids is inexact, at best.
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E._ngineering Costs

Another substantial element in noise barrier costs is engineering costs. These are costs

to the agency for planning, design, construction, contract administration, and inspec-

tion. A study of barriers built in Minnesota in 1979 and 1977 showed that total

engineering costs averaged 16 percent of construction contract amount. A study of four

projects showed that preliminary engineering inc]udes public involvement meetings,

layout, surveys, location and design approvals preparation, and processing of detail

plans, specifications and estimates prior to receiving construction bids. Post-letting

costs ranged between 7.5 and 18 percent, averaging 10.6 percent of the total

construction contract. Post-letting costs include contract administration and inspec-

tion costs.

Summar_

Communities planning to build noise barriers should obtain copies of the Federal

Highway Administration's "The Noise Barrier Design Handbook." This handbook was

intended to be a tool for highway designers, but is also useful to local authorities

concerned with nonacoustieal aspects of noise barriers, discussed here_

Other good sources of information include the followin_

Blum, Randolph F.,"VisualQualityin Noise BarrierDesign,"Proceedingsof Conference

on Highway TrafficNoise MitigationConducted by the TransportationResearch

Board forthe U.S. Department of Transportation,December 11-15,1978.

Canner, Ronald M. Jr. "Minnesota's Experiences with Noise Barrier Systems,"Pro-

eeedings of Conference on Highway Traffic Noise Mitigation conducted by the

Transportation Research Board for the U.fi. Department of Transportation,

December 11-15, 1978.
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D, ECONOMIC COSTS AND BENEFITS OF BARRIERS

BarrierCosts

Construction and Maintenance Outlays

The construction of noise barriers can result in a substantial investment of highway

dollars. Noise barriers normally are expensive, as the ease studies show. Although they

contribute only a small fraction of the cost of a new highway, for an existing highway,

especially one that has a narrow right-of-way, barrier construction is an expensive,

separate project which draws attention in a budget. Still, where the noise levels ere

high and the exposed population is numerous, barriers are a cost-effective solution to

the noise pollution problem.

The alternatives may be more expensive, and frequently they offer less satisfactory

solutions. However, they may be useful and should be examined. Rerouting traffic may

defeat the purpose of the highway and frequently merely transfers the noise problem to

another location. Speed limitations may increase travel time and congestion and lead

to requests for more highways; in addition, feasible speed reductions often do not

reduce noise levels very much. Insulation of buildings close to the highway is an

expensive alternative if a large number of dwelling units are involved, and insulation

does nothing to reduce the noise in the yard where people like to garden, eook_ and play.

The earlier highway noise is considered, the less costly the solutions ere likely to be. 1

If the highway is a new one, or if major reconstruction or widening is eontemplated,

noise reduetion, including the possibility of barriers, can be included in the project

planning. Major economies ean be obtained, for example, by using earth from cuts to

build berms and by considering all the drainage problems and all the underground pipes

and cable disturbances at the same time. In some eases highway noise problems may be

mitigated during the design phases so that barriers may be unnecessary. Certainly,

designing barriers when the highway is landscaped will result in construction that is

more eompatible with the environment and will reduce planning costs.

Construction of barriers along existing highways is more expensive, but has an

advantage in that the projects can be scheduled for countereyelical effects. When the

IFederul Highway AdminiStration, Highway Noise Barrier Selection t Des_ffn and Con-

struotion Experience: A State-of-the-Art Report, 1975.
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construction industry is in a slump, public works projects often can help stabilize

employment and can be performed at lower eosts than when men and equipment are in

demand for other kinds of construction. In some situations highway barriers ean be

constructed when prevailing costs are relatively low and when unemployment benefits

can be replaced by wages.

Other Economic Costs of Barriers

In eeonomie terms, a barriar's cost is not limited to the expenditures made for design,

materials," construction, and maintenance. The economie cost of a barrier also includes

the opportunity cost of foregone projects. For example, rather than constructing a

barrier, funds might have been used to improve environmental quality along the highway

in some other way, such as landscaping or increasing litter clean-ups.

Other economic costs associated with barriers include those occurring due to traffic

disruptions during construetion and possible unexpected expenses, such as the law suit

judgment rendered in Minnesota requiring the state to pay damages to three property

owners who belived their properties were adversely affected by the noise barriers. That

suit is still under appeal at this time.

Economic Benefits of Noise Barriers

Property Value Improve.ment

One expected benefit of a noise barrier project is appreciation in the value of homes

adjoining the barrier. Most residents adjacent to a barrier seem to believe it enhances

the value of their property. The actual ehanges_ however_ have been difficult to

measure for several reasons, including the following:

1. The expected changes are small., a few percent, and may not be

detectable with statistical confidence unless the sample is large.

2. Differences in individual properties make comparisons difficult.

3. Market conditions cause changes in the value which mask differences

caused by barriers and lower noise levels.
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The results of studies performed to date are inconclusive, though they do indicate that

properties are never adversely affeoted by noise barriers, An extensive study

conducted in Minnesota analyzed the effect of barriers on residential property values,

on speed of sale, and the difference between asking price and sale price. Several

locations were analyzed to make two kinds of comparisons: first, a comparison between

the values of homes and empty lots adjacent to the barrier and similar homes and lots in

the same neighborhood but not close to the barrier; second, a comparison of the value

of homes and empty lots adjacent to the barrier and similar homes and lots beside the

highway in other neighborhoods where there is no barrier. The study found that sales

prices of homes adjacent to noise barriers were neither pesitively nor negatively

affected by the barriers, and that there was no significant difference in the time

required to sell or between the asking price and sailing price of homes adjacent to the

ban_ier when eompared to other homes. Vacant building lots may have had their value

increased by the barriers 1. To the extent that this occurred, the city benefited with

increased property tax revenues. Unfortunately, the Minnesota Department of Trans-

portation was unable to compare the values of the same house or lot (relative to other

properties in the neighborbcod) before and after tile barrier was built.

Some communities may justify increases in assessed value of properties shielded by

barriers on studies that have shown that lower highway noise levels are accompanied by

increases in property values.

Other Economic Benefits

High noise levels affect the mental and physical health of those individuals subjected to

them. These adverse affectsmay cause the individualto lose sleep, to be less

productive,to make more frequent tripsto a doetors_and possiblyeven to suffer

impaired healing. All of the effectsinvolvea eostto both the individualand society.

Avoiding these effectswith noisereductionprograms,such as the barrierprogram, is

thereforea benefitto allconcerned.

1Highway Norse Abatement, volume II, technical report, Minnesota Department of
Trartsportat_on, January 1980, section II. p. lfi.
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E. FINANCING A BARRIER PROJECT

Methods ofFinancingaBarrierProject

Most barrierprojects are financed 75 to 90 percent with Federal funds,with the

remainderprovidedby the State.(TheFederalgovernment'scontributionmay be larger

than 90 percent; it may be as large as 95 percent inPublicLands States,those that

have a large concentrationof Federal publicdomain and nontaxable Indianlands.

ExhibitIV-6 gives furtherdetails).A few barrierprojectsare financed100 percent

with State funds or 100 percent with Federal funds, l_ederalmonies are channeledto

the Statesthroughthe Federal-AidHighway Program. State fundsfor barriersmay be

obtainedinany ofseveralways. Each of thefinancingalternativesisdiscussedbelow.

i. FederalFunding

Cost Sharin[_Program

Most barrierprograms receive '/5to 90 percent of theirfundingfrom the Federal

government- 90 percent when the barrieristo be erectedalong an interstatehighway

and '/5percentfor allotherhighways. Barrierprojectmonies are providedthroughthe

Federal-Aid Program authorized by the Federal Aid Highway Act of 1978 and

administeredby the FederalHighway Administration(PHWA) of theU.S.Department of

Transportation.Each year the FHWA publishesa listof funds availableto each State

for the upcoming fiscalyear. Since the Federal-Aidfunds are notearmarked solelyfor

noisereductionactivities,barrierprojectshave to compete with other State projects

for the monies.

There are significant limitations on the use of Federal funds for barriers and planners

should be sure that their projects will quallfy 1. Projects for barriers along existing

highways not undergoing expansion or improvement, Type II projects, normally can not

be approved for new or recent housing developments, or expansions of existing

developments. The land use (residential, in almost all cases) and activities (residence,

sehenl, library, hospital, nursing home, etc.) must have existed on or before March 16,

1976 for the project to qualify. Exceptions and special situations are described in the

reference cited above.

1Details are g/yen in The Federal-Aid Highway Program Manual, Volume 7, chapter 7,
Section 3, "Proeed_rea for Abatement of Highway Traffic No/ae and Cons_'uetfon
Noise,"Federal Highway Administration, May 14, 1976.
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INTERSTATE CONSTRUCTION PROGRAM

Ratio of designated Percentage of cost
public ]ands area 1/ of Federal-aid projeets

to total area payable by Federal
of State Government

STATE 90% Federal
10% State

Arizona °4305 94.31

California .1485 91.49

Colorado .1029 91.03

Idaho .2299 92.30

Montana .1209 91.21

Nevada .7010 95.00 2/

New Mexiao .2490 92.49

Oregon .2222 92.22

South Dakota .1079 91.08

Utah .4238 94.24

Washington .0640 90.64

Wyoming .2556 92.56

1/ Area of unappropriated and unreserved Publ/e Domain Lands and nontaxable
Indian lands.

21 Maximum amount.

NOTE= Based on latest available area data furnished by the Department of Interior.

Source: U.S. Deportment of Transportation, Federal Highway Adminfstrationp FHWA
NOTICE N 4540.61 Table 3, May 31, 19Z9.

EXHIBIT IV'O: SLIDING SCALE RATES OF FEDERAL-AID PARTICIPATION

IN PUBLIC LANDS STATES
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Frojeets forbarriers along new and reconstructed highways, Type I projects, are divided

into Type IA, projects on highways where access by intersecting streets and driveways

is limited, and Type IB, projects on highways where access is not limited. Noise control

requirements for the Type IA projects are more stringent than for Type IB because the

relative]y frequent openings in noise barriers on unlimited access highways greatly

reduee the effectiveness of the barrier.

The Federal Highway Administration urges state authorities to be as cost effective as

possible when constructing barriers. There is not_ however, an upper limit on the

expenditure (on a per mtle basis, for example) the state is allowed. There are also no

absolute requirements on how mueh noise reduction a barrier must achieve or how high

noise levels must be for a project to reeeive Federal funds.

Demonstration Pro.iqets

The Federal Higllway Administration's Demonstration Division provides 100 percent

financing for innovative projects. Some of the projects receiving 100 percent financing

are the results of ideas born at the State level, proposed to and approved by FHWA.

Other demonstration pro_eets may be researched and developed at the Federal level and

offered to the States on a first-come, first-served basis. Funds are limited, and barrier

prelects must compete with other types of highway projects for approval

Demonstration projects are funded in the interest of advancing knowledge and tech-

nology in highway construction and operation. For this reason, demonstration projects

are subject to relatively large reporting requirements.

2. State Funding

The state is usually responsible for l0 to 25 percent of the outlay necessary for a

barrier project. There are several possible sources for these funds. States may finance

projects using general revenues, special bond issues, part of the State gasoline tax, or

revenues from toll roads. In only one state, Minnesota, was a fixed part of the revenue

set aside for highway noise reduction. There, between 1975 and 1978, one percent of

the gasoline tax was earmarked for these projects.

D
rl
t_
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A state may elect to finance a barrier project wholly with its own funds, either because

the State's Federal-Aid Highway program funds are already committed or because of a

wish to avoid the longer project planning time involved when Federal funds are used.

One state which has used 100 percent state financing is Virginia. In that State_ a

barrier on a toU road had to be financed totally from State funds since Federal funds

cannot be expended on toll roads. All of the required monies were obtained through

state toll revenues.

References

Federal Highway Administration, The Federa_Air Highway Program Manual, Volume 7,

May 14, 1979.
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SECTION V

HOT SPOT (BARRIER)

PROGRAM EVALUATION

A. EVALUATION OF PROGRAM OBJECTIVES

No program should be undertaken without a plan for evaluation. The major objectives

of the Hot Spot program areas follow:

1. In all sections of major highways that pass through densely populated

residential areas in which the highway is the predominant noise source,

reduce the Ldn in the yards of the residences to 75 dB or lower; where

barriers are installed reduce the Ldn by at least 10 dB.

2. Obtain public support for the program before, during, and after construe-

tioa of barriers.

3. Cause the value of the residential real estate bordering the highways to

increase in value.

4. Plan and execute the Hot Spots program economically and cost-effec-

tively with contributions to the economic benefit of the community.

The success of the Hot Spots program in attaining each of its objectives must be

evaluated using quite different methods.

B. EVALUATION OF THE NOISE REDUCTION OBJECTIVE

The evaluation of the Hot Spot program's attainment of its objective of noise reduction

must be measured in two steps. The first step is to determine the fraction of the length

of the highways that met the Hot Spot criteria that actually were treated under the

program. The reasons for failure may have been inappropriateness of the barrier

technique (highrise residences, safety restraints), lack of local funds, or rejection by the

citizens. These represent teclmieslp financial, and poiltical failures, respectively.
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The second step is to measure the noise reductions that were achieved by the barrier

when they were constructed. For a thorough evaluation two sets of acoustical

measurements and one set of calculations are needed. The acoustical measurementS

should be in the same yeards of the same houses before and after the barriers were

installed and the landscaping was completed. The locations that were used for the

scanning and the detailed noise measurements in the planning stage should be revisited

and the same measurements should be made with similar equipment at similar times of

day, week, and year. These acoustical data can be compared to give before and after

informationwhich can be interpretedascomparisons,"everythingelsebeingequal."To

determine what part of the differencein the noise levelsis causallyrelatedto the

barriers,ft isnecessaryto calculatethe noise levelsat the same locationwlthout the

barrier but with the trafficeharacteristiesas they are with the barrier. This

calculationcan be made from currenttrafficmix, speed,and volume data asa funetlon

of time of day, usingthe FHWA methods. The differencebetween the predictedand

the observed noise levels can be used to correct the measured differences. Where the

traffic count and the mix have not changed materially, simple before and after

aeoustieal measurements, as described above, can be made.

C. EVALUATION OF THE PUBLIC SUPPORT OBJECTIVE

A partialmeasure of the extent to which the program had publicsupportisthe fraction

of the highway lengthsthat had expendituresfor barriersapproved by the voters or

citizens'groups to whom the issuewas placed. A more satisfactoryand complete

measure isthe resultsof surveysof the opinionsof the borderingor nearby residents

before and after adoption of the barrierprogram, such as were conducted in Min-

neapolisand other areas. In that easethe responseswere receivedfrom nearly three

quartersof the residencesabuttingthe barrier,a very highratio.Thisresponseratiois

itselfa measure of publicparticipationwhich indicatedgreat interestinthe issue.

It iSimportant to use the resultsof the pre-barriersurvey in the designof the post-

barrierquestionnaire.Because residentstend to form theiropinionsabout the worth of

barriersbefore theyare builtand to maintainthatopinionafterthey are completed,it

is important to distinguishand to evaluateseparatelythe responsesfrom residences

that changed hands duringthe intervalbetween the surveys. Frequently the respon-

dents'comments are the most informativeindicationof publicsupport,
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Ideally, a consulting firm or university department that specializes in designing and

conducting surveys should assist in this evaluation, since it is difficult to be sure that

the results of a survey of the public are indications of the quantity or quality that one

wants to measure. An alternative for communities that find the teehnieal expertise

they need unavailable or too expensive is to use surveys developed for other barrier

program users.

Other measures of support are the degree of public participation by the public in

hearings, in decision making, in questioning their elected and appointed representatives,

and in letters to newspapers or calls to radio and television stations. Citizens and

government officials who lead hot spot (barrier) projects should keep attendance

records for meetings and logs of phone ealls received, and should contact other possible

comment reeeivers during the evaluation.

D. EVALUATION OF THE PROPERTY VALUE IMPROVEMENT OBJECTIVE

Changes in the value of property bordering the barriers wLll be difficult to measure for

several reasons, including:

1. The expected changes are small, a few percent, and many not be

detectable with statistical confidence unless the sample is large.

2. Differences in individual properties are likely to make comparisons

difficult.

3. Market conditions are likely to cause changes in the values which mask

differences caused by barriers and lower noise levels.

Objeotive comparisons ean be made by determining the difference in value between

houses abutting the highway and similar houses farther from the highway before and

after the installation of the barriers. If the areas are full of tract or row housing with

many or all houses substantiany identical and with a relatively high turnover, such

comparisons are relatively easy. If the houses are all different and the turnover is low,

such comparisons may be almest impossible. The ideal situation is to have the same

house sold before and after installation of the barriers with no substantive improve-

ments betweentimes.
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Other objectivemeasures of increasedreal estate value are the number of building

permits for improvements to houses abuttingthe highway that are issuedbefore and

after constructionof the barrier. Such improvements are indicationsof the owners'

beliefsthat the propertyisworth improving,and the costof the improvement isa clue

to the degree of appreciationof the property. InPennsylvania,for example, e studyof

buildingpermits would revealdefinitepositiveexpectationsfor the effectsof barriers

on real estate values:new housing constructionand redevelopment 'in the areas

benefitedby the barriersin thatstateincreasedsignificantly.

Usuallyopinionsof realtors,property appraisers,and lendinginstitutionsare used as

subjectivemeasures of changes in propertyvalue. If the propertiesalong the barrier

are reassessedafter the barrierisinstalled,the change in assessed value isa valid

indicator.

Other measures of the change in value are the rate of sale) the time it takes to sell

property abutting the highway before and after the barrier is constructed, and the

change in the rate of turnover of abutting properties.

E. EVALUATION OF THE COST-EFFEC_rIVENESS OBJECTIVE

Studies of the cost-effectiveness of a barrier program should be conducted before and

after program implementation. The cost-effectiveness evaluation is principally one of

determining whether the program is the cheapest method of attaining the objectives.

The possible alternative methods of protecting the residents from the high highway

noise levels are the following:

• Provide distance and hndseaping

• Reroute and slow traffic considerably
• Insulate the residences

• Repave the highway with smoother materials

• Relocate the residents to houses farther from the highway.

The first of these alternatives may be the best solution in some eases, especially near

long-term eonstruetion sites. The second alternative causes major disruption to the

transportation system and may merely relocate the noise problem. The third alter-

native does not change the outdoor noise levels, so the residents are exposed to the
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same noisewhen they are in theiryards or in rooms with wide open windows. The

fourth alternativemay prove to be a viableone in the future,but has not yet been

shown to effect lasting noise reductions as large as those attainable with barriers. The

last a]ternative is desirable only when the number of dwellingS is small and when the

noise levels are dangerous]y high. All tour alternatives are expensive (they are

arranged in rough order of increasing cost), and some do not achieve the same

objectives, Comparison of various strategies will normally be made before barriers are

erected.

If the improvement on real property values along the highway has been measured, such

an improvement is a measure of the economic eontribution of the hot spots (barrier)

program to the community. Present value cslculatJons of any increased property taxes

can be applied to reduce the eost of the program. Other measures of the economic

contribution to the community are the stimulation of construction activity and the

resulting employment, The former can be estimated from the contract award data, and

the latter can be estimated from the employment records of the project. If the barriers

were eonstrueted during a period of construction inactivity, all the jobs end construc-

tion money can be regarded as marginal gain rather than substitutional.

D
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SECTION VI

HOT SPOT IDENTIFICATION AND

AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHS
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SECTION VI

HOT SPOT IDENTIFICATION AND AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHS

Data on traffic volume and mixture from Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas

(SMSA's) larger than one million in 23 States (including the District of Columbia) were

collected. Raw data were transformed into reasonably accurate estimates of noise

levels In order to identify specific sites where the level of noise would be sufficient for

consideration as a hot spot.

After screening the available data (see Appendix A for the screening methodology),

specific sites were selected for more detailed analysis. Aerial photographs were

obtained of the specific sites where traffic counts were taken in order to determine

whether the high noise levels emitted by vehicular traffic were likely to reach nearby

residences. These steps identified actual -- areas with residences -- and potential --

areas without structures -- problem areas of interest to citizens and local officials

eoncemed with noise reduetions and compatible land use planning.

Exhibit VIol lists more than 225 sites (places where traffic counts are taken) where

noise levels were high enough for the sites to be potential hot spots. Concerned

citizens can use this list as one aid to identify probable noise problems in their areas. It

must be noted that the potential hot spot identification is based on existing traffic

counts. Since the traffic counting locations are limited, it is safe to assume that the

number of actual hot spots far exceeds the number that have been identified.

Citizens and local officials who know that there is a potential hot spot in their area can

investigate the availability of remedies (see preceding sections). It is important to note

that the ealeulated noise levels are only estimate_ and that further verification is

necessary before additional steps are taken. The procedures described in Section IV

may be used as a guide.

Asterisks appear in front of some of the sites in Exhibit VI-1. These asterisks indicate

particularly noisy sites for which aerial photographs were obtained, (The number of the

asterisks indicates the number of photograph_) The photographs are reproduced in

Exhibit V1-2. On each photograph an area has been encircled to emphasize the most

probable location of the noisiest spot. Also_ every photograph is identified by State,

County t highway and plane on highway to facilitate verification.
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ARIZONA

Hot Spot

Highway County Location Est. Ldn

I i0 Marlcopa Exits 128-129 75.2
Exits 149-154 81.1

Exits 155-162 77.4

I17 /: Jct. 1-10 - exit at Cachis Ave. 80.2

Caehis Ave. - Deer Valley Rd. 77.6

60 J Jct 1-17 75.9

Jct. Apache Blvd. 75.5

85 " Jct. Dysart Rd. -Jct. 35th Ave. 77.0
Jct. 1-17 78.4

CALIFORNIA

Hot Spot
Highway County Location Est. Ldn

5 L.A. Rte. 605 -" Rte. 14 84.7

7 Rte. 405 - Valley Blvd. 84.8
i0 ' Rts. 142 - Mile 48.27 83.3

Ii all 83.3
57 al1 81.4

* 60 L.A. interchange - Rte. 71 84.7

* 91 beginning - Rte. 605 84.6
* 134 all_?) 81.9

210 Rts. 95 & 134W - Rte. 30E 80.5

* 405 Rte. 19 - Rte. 5 82.7
* 605 Carson St. - Rte. 210 83.4

5 Orange Rte. 1 - Rte. 39 81.0
55 _ all 81.2
57 , all 81.0

91 all 83.2

605 Rte, 405 - county line 80.8

* i0 San Bern. all SB - I(ubic Rd. in Riverside 79.5

1'5 , Rte. 138- Rte. 395 78.4

60 . Rvrslde/SB all SB - Rte. 194 in Riverside 78.2

* _i . Riverside all Riverslde 81.1

EXHIBIT VI-]: L_ST OF POTENT/AL HOT SPOTS
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CALIFORNIA (Cont'd.)

Hot Spot

Highway County Location Est. Ldn

5 San Diego 8th St. - Rte. 209 79.9
* 8 ' Rte. 163 - Rte. 67 81.6

15 ,, Rte. 163 - Miramar Rd. 79.6
94 Rte. 5 - Rte. 125 78.8

* 805 Sweetwater Rd. - Rte. 5 80.2

* 17 Alameda Rte. 262 & (Ala) - Rte. 80 _AIa) 84_3
24 Rte. 13 - Rte. 680 (Ala) 79.2

* 80 San Fran thru Ala - thru cc 82.7

92 San Mateo Hayward/San Mateo Br. 77.8
I01 thru SF, SM, and MAR. 82.4

* 238 Alameda Rte. 580 - Rte. 17 {Ala) 80.3

280 Westborough Blvd. _SM) - Rte. I01 77.8
* 580 Alameda thru Ala 81.1

680 Ala/Con.Cost. thru Ala & CC 81.5

17 Santa Clara Rte. 280 - Rte. 237 , 80.1
lOl all 80.9
780 all 79.2

680 Eing. Rd. 76.4

COLORADO

Counties: Denver, Adams, Jefferson, Arapahoe, Boulder, Gilpin

Approx.

H_gbway County Station Mile Post # Distance ES_. Ldfl

2 Denver 0 - 9.945 I0 mi. 80.2
* 6 Jefferson 277..355 - 296.322 19 mi. 83.0

* 25 Denver 181.872 - 229.097 47 mi. 85.1

30 0 - 3.984 4 mi. 78.3
33 0 - 3.829 4 mi. 79.7

35 Adams 7.806 - 10.075 2 mi. 80.2
36 35.016 - 56.894 22 mi. 80.8
40 Denver 296.309 - 307.298 10 mi. 78.7

* 70 249..049 - 308.416 53 mi. 84.7

76 Adams 6.293 - 12.479 6 mi. 81.1
83 Denver 70.327 - 77.275 7 mi. 77.7
85 Adams 203.850 - 236.564 33 mi. 80.7

88 Denver 0 14.113 14 mi. 80.2
95 • 0 - 12.996 13 mi. 77.6
121 "Jefferson 5.337 - 26.416 21 mi. 78.2

225 Denver . 0 - 12.311 12 mi. 79.4
270 Adams o - 5.216 5 mi. 78.7
285 Denver 255.076 - 272.576 17.5 ml. 80.2

EXmBIT VI-I - (Continued)
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FLORIDA

Hot Spot
Highway County Location Est. Ldn

92 Hil]sborough Counting Station #3 76.2

%

GEORGIA

Highway County Station Est. Ldn

* 1-75,1-85 Henry Atlanta 0650-0128 79.5

1-75S Stockbridge 0151-2719 78.1
1-83E Atlanta 0650-0319 77.8

1-75N Atlanta 0650-0147 77.7

1-285 Atlanta 0650-0243 77.2

I-2OW Douglas Douglasville 0097-0716 77.0 •

INDIANA

Counting Estimated
' Highway # County # Lanes Station No. Noise Ldn(db)

I465 Marion 6 465 79.5

I70 Wayne 4 070 79.4
I70 Hancock 4 270 79.0
I65 Lake 4 165 78.4

' I70 Putnam 4 170 78.4

I65 Jackson 4 265 77.6
I465 Marion 4 365 77.6

I65 Marion 8 565 77.3

I69 Huntington 4 069 75.4

EANSAS

Highway.# County # Lanes Station Est. Ldn

I70 Ransas 2-8 lanes ADT - 12278 74.9

•, _ENTUCKY

Highway # County & Location Est. Ldn

I75 N. Eenton County _Station 252,272 - •80.6

794,072) to N. Boone County

EXHIBIT VI-I - (Continued)
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LOUISIANA .......

Counting Est.

Highway County Station Ldn

* If0 Orleans 188 80.4
* If0 187 79.6

If0 Jefferson 186 78.8

If0 Orleans 17 78.3

If0 St. Tammany 7 76.6
If0 5 75.2

MARYLAND

Baltimore Mile Est.

Highway County Posts Ldn

40 Salt. 0.00 75.0

50 Ann 0.00 - 4.26 76.0

70 Balt., Howe 2.86 - 13.60 79.5
83 Balt. 0_00 76.3

* 95 Balt., How. 0.00-15.29 78.0
0.00-4.23(new county)

695 Bali. 7.80 79.8

(Washington, D.C. area)

50 Prince Georges 13.14 76.3
* 95 13.57-34.61 78.9

* 270 Montgomery 7.77 & 18.42 76.9 & 78.2
(two spots)

301 Prince Georges . 1.00 75.3

* 495 Montgomery i.ii 77.0

MINNESOTA

Counting Counting Station Noise

Station Highway Location Level(db)

301 I94 Victoria St., St. Paul 77.8
303 I35,E Arlington Ave., St. Paul 75.9

304 I35, W CSAH1; Bloomington 77.4
354" • THI2 CSAH 17_ Lake Elmo 76.9

703 I694 135,W; New Brighton 76.3
406 CSAH 62 • France Ave; EDINA 75.0

EXHIBIT Vl-1 - (Continued)
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NEW .TERSFY

Highway Highway Estimated No_se
County Particulars Counting Station Level Ldn fdb)

Bergen N.J.-17 2-1-01 77.8
(317.94) US-AW 2-3-06 75.6

N.J.-208 2-4-25 77.0

1-80 2-I-10 etc. 83.2

Gloucester 1-295 7-i-14 79.2
(148.42)

Essex N.J.-21 3-3-09 76.9

538.19 N.J.-21 2-3-13 75.7
Doremus Ave. 3-3-19 75.1

Morris N.J.-23 2-i-05 75.1

181.64 I-S0 i-i-19 77.8
1-287 i-i-21 76.7

Union U.S.--I 4-3-05 80.0
367.52 U.S.-22 3-1-18 76.6

Bergen " N.J.--17 2-4-02 77.1

Burlington 1-295 7-1-13 77.3

OREGON

Rte. County Counting Station Ldn

* 5 Clackamas 03-011 80.5
205 03-016 76.5

* 80N Multnomah 26-001 77.1
26 26-002 79.4
26 26-003 75.2

* 5 26-004 82.0

405 26-005 78.7
80N 26-013 81.3

5 26-016 81.9
* 5 26-019 82.1

5 . 26-026 80.2

EXHIBIT V'/-1 - (Continued)
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Cleveland Area

Est.

Rte. Begins At Ends At Ixln
_r--- D_-E-_h--Cleveland WT-DS?_. Mentor _.-D

Mile 14.64 {Cuya) Mile 06.12 _Lake)

6 Memorial Shoreway W. 28th St. 77.7

17 SR 21 Warner Rd. 79.1

Mile 17.60 {Cuya) Mile 17.77 (Cuya)

21 S. Corp. Cuya. Hts. Approach to E. 71st St. 77.0
Mile 09.76 CCuya) Mile 10.04 (Cuya)

*** 71 Wayne Co. Line End at IR90 in Cleveland 83.3
Mile 00.00 (Madi) Mile 19.12 (Cuya)

76 IR 71 Summit Co. Line 78.5

Mile 00.00 (Madi) Mile ]2.03 (Madi)

77 Miller Rd. IR 90 in Cleveland 82.2

Mile 00.82 (Cuya) Mile 15.97 (Cuya)

84 SR 306 SR 306 77.3

Mile 08.14 flake) Mile 08.14 flake)

* 90 _R 71 Asbtabula Co. Line 81.9

Mile 14.90 (Cuya) Mile 29.21 flake)

271 Summit Co. Line _R 90 79.6

Mile 00.00 _Cuya) Mile 01.75 flake)

480 Lee Rd. in Cleveland W. Corp. Warrensville 75.5

Mile 22.38 (Cuya) Mile 22.93 _Cuya)

Columbus Area

IY_ _-270 N S. Corp. Delaware 76.7
Mile 23.02 (Fran) Mile 10.25 (Dela)

* 70 Clark Co. Line Licking Co. Line 79.1
Mile 00.00 (Madi) Mile 02.38 (Fair)

* 70A US 33 Ends at IR70 in Columbus 82.8

Mile 02.29 (Fran) Mile 06.15 _Fran)

. .71 _Entire length through Delaware, Franklin, 82.4
and Madison Counties is a hot spot area)

270N IR 70 in Columbus N.E. Corp. Worthington 79.9
Mile 00.00 (Fran) Mile 16.46 (Fran) "

270S IR 70 in Columbus Re-enter Columbus 79_9

Mile 00.00 (Fran) Mile 16.47 (Fran)

315 IR 70 in Columbus IR 70A 77.7

Mile 00.00 (Fran) Mile 01.84 (Fran)

EXHIBIT VI-l-(Continued
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Cincinnati Area
Est.

50 Fairbanks St. Fa_rbanks St. 76.8
Mile 17.73 {Hami) Mile 17.73 (Hami)

50 Ramp Ent. 6th St. Expwy. SR 264 77.2
Mile 19.36 (Bami) Mile 20.54 (Sami)

* 71 Eentucky St. Line Co. Hd. 7 80.8
Mile 00.00 (Hami) Mile 16.83 (Warr)

74 North Bend Rd. US 27 78.3

Mile 14.66 (Bami) Mile 19.08 (Hami)

** 75 (Entire length through Hamilton and Warren 83.2
counties is a hot spot area)

275 Hall Rd. E. Corp. Blue Ash 8.0.1

Mile 21.23 (Bami) Mile 30.96 (Haml)

562 $R 4 in Cincinnati Re-enter Cincinnati 78.2

Mile 00.00 (Ham/) Mile 03.20 (Hami)

TEXAS

Dallas Area
.... p_

Counting Est °

.Highway Sta tion County ____n_

35W L-30-70 Te_rant 77.2
20 L-202 Parker 77.8
45 L-452 Ellis 79.8

81 M-I089 Wise 75.8
35E M-If50 Denton 77 .l
30 M-ll80 Dallas 79 .l

20 M-If81 Dallas 77.2

175 MS-17 Dallas 77.3
183 MS-55 Dallas 79.6
72 MS-121 Coll in 76.5

20 L-703 }_aufman 77.8
635 Dallas 78.7

35E Dallas 81.2

138 • Dallas 8] .3

Houston Area

90 L-89 Harris 77.2
290 M-1039 Harris 76.6

290 M-1039 Harris 76.8
• 45 MA-16 Harris 80.7

1O MS-125 Harris 78.8
59 MS-174 Montgomery 78.3

• 610 Harris 82.8

EXHIBIT VI-I - (Continued)
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VIRGINIA

Counting Est.
Highway Station Location Ldn

95 619,634 Prince Williams 78.51
95 634,642 Prince Williams 78.46
95 610,619 Prince Williams 75.19
95 642,/23 Falrfax 78.82
95 123,Rt. i Fairfax 77.41
95 Rt. 1,642 Fairfax 79.56
95 642,617 Fairfax ?9.93
95 617,644 Falrfax 80.34
95 644,895,495 Falrfax 79.27
95 395,495,241 Fairfax 79.40
95 241,Rt, I City of A]exandrla 79.32

95 Rt. I City of Alexandria 78.32
395 95,495,236 Fairfax Co. & City of Alexandria 77.43
395 _t.236 - City of Alexandria ?7.83

Seminary Rd.
395 Seminary Rd.- City of Alexandria 77.41

Rt. 7

395 Rt.7 - City of Alexandria 77.66
Rt.120

395 Rt.120 - City of Alexandria 77.55
Rt.127

355 Rt.27, City of Arlington 77.28
Hayes St.

395 Hayes St., City of Arlington 77.34
Rt. 1

395 Rt. I, City of Arlington, DoC. Border 79.51
14th St.

Bridge
66 Rt. 50, 123 City of Fa_rfax 77.05
66 123,243 Palrfax 77.02

66 243,495 . Pa_rfax 77.72

WASHINGTON

Seattle Area (Zing County & Snohomlsh County)

H_ghway County Mile Posts Est. Ldo

5 Snoh omish/King 144.03-206.29 80.0
e*****

* 18' King 2.43 - 3.53 76.8
167 _ 26.10 76.1

* 405 . 0.27 - 4.22 77.2
513 0.19 75.4
510 ......... 2.78 - 3.55 ...... 75.7
520 . 0.75 - 5.17 75.8
522 5.87 75.2

Portland Area (Clark County)

** 5 • 29 EX_'_]_I;3P__VI-1 - (Continued) 80.3
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WISCONSIN

Highway _9_ Station # Est. Ldn

* 1-94 Milwaukee 40-0003 79.4
1-94 67-0003 78.3

* 1-894 40-0007 79.2

WASHINGTONe D.C.

Location Est. Ldn

Washlngton-Baltimore Pkway 80.9
N.E. _S50)

Kenilworth Avenue NE 77.7

Southwest Freeway _ 77.9
Frederick Douglas Memorial 78.2

Bridge SE
Mason Memorial Bridge SW 79.6

Woodrow Wilson Bridge SW 77.9
_95,495)

Cabin John Bridge 77.3

EXHIBIT VI-1 - (Continued)
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CALIFORNIA

EXHIBIT VI-2: AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHS1
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COLORADO

EXHIBIT VI-2_ AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHS - (Continued)
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EXHIBIT VI-2: AERIAL PI{OTOGRAPHS - (Continued
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GEORGIA

EXHIBIT VI-2: AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHS - (Continued)
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LOUISIANA

EXHIBIT VI-2: AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHS - (Continued)
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Maryland
Montgomery
Rt. 495

1.11

77.0 - 75 Ldn

EXHIBIT VI-2: AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHS - (Continued)
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OHIO

EXHIBIT VI-2: AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHS - (Continued)
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Ohio
Pranklin
Rt. 70A
4.95

82.8 - 78.2 Ldn

EXHIBIT VI-2: AERIAL PHOTOGRAPttS - (Continued)
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EXHIBIT VI-2: AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHS - (Continued)
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EXHIBIT VI-2: AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHS - (Continued)
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EXHIBIT VI-2: AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHS - (Continued)
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WASHINGTON

EXHIBIT VI-2:AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHS - (Continued
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EXHIBIT VI-2: AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHS - (Continued)
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EXHIBIT YI-2= AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHS- (Continued)
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EXHIBIT VI-2: AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHS - (Continued)
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EXHIBIT VI-2: AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHS - (Continued)
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SECTION VII

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

This document eentains information that can be used to facilitate the reduction in the

number of people exposed to Ldn greater than 75 dSp or Ldn greater than 65 dB in noise
sensitive areas (lint spots). The goal was to discuss the ill effects resulting from

exposures to high noise levets_ and_ eonsequently_ instilling concern in people affected.

Some solutions were explored and the advantages and disadvantages of particular path

controls were diseussed• It was hoped that this would help everyone eoaeerned with the

problem from citizens living along busy interstate highways to State highway

engineers -- evaluate the appropriateness of partieular path controls. In addition, hot

spots in Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas (SMSA's) larger than one million were

identified in order to give illustrative examples of areas that should be of eoneern for

verification and possible treatment with path eontrois or compatible land use planning•

It was pointed out that the ill effects from noise exposures to high level are numerous.

Among others they include possible hearing loss, stress-related Increases in blood

pressure_ sleep interferences and speenh interferenee. Even though people living in hot

spots may learn to tolerate the high noise levels somewhat_ they cannot eseape many of

the health eousequenees. Thereforej it was eonnIuded that people living in hot spots

should investigate possible remedies to their noise problem.

Initial indieatinns as to whether or not residents annoyed by noise are living in a hot

spot area nan be attained without complex measuring equipment by merely following a

simple homograph (Exhibit IV-t). If results appear positivet more precise measurements

may be requested. And if the initial impression is eonfirmedt the noise problem should

be addressed.

This paper then outlined several possible avenues for seeking relief. Among them are

path eoutroisj like barriers. Citizens are given assistanee by making them aware of

pertinent regulattans_ potential benefits! and avenues for recourse. Local officials ean

also benefit from this information, along with information related to flnaneing! design

and economic benefits, At the state level the discussion about the availability of

outside funding, enonomie benefits and alternatives to path controls may be of more

interest.
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Section Vl entitledD "Hot Spot Identification and Aerial Photographs" was designed to

alert State and local officials concerned with or in charge of the health and wellbeing

of eitizens including planners_ and highway engineerep that there may be a problem or

potential problem. They should verify whether or not those remotely identified hot

spots are in feet areas with the high noise levels. If the findings are negative they

should project the future traffic flow in order to determine if a noise problem win

likely arise in the near future. If a noise problem is either expected or identified,

positive steps should be taken to bring relief to those people who are adversely

affected. If the hot spot and the surrounding area is not inhabited_ steps would be taken

to assure compatible land use. The attached aerial photographs depict examples of both
conditions.

In eonalusion_ it should be noted that noise exposures can be unhealthy and that citizens

earl identify a noise hot spot and initiate aetions. The solution to the problem involves

not only citizens but officials of all levels of government. ]Enough information is

available, in this paper and other pubIieations_ for everyone concerned with the problem

to be relatively well prepared to become in',;olvnd in solving it. The hot spots

ladantified and sites with aerial photographs should be verified and if there is a problem

if should be properly addressed, The other hot spots identified in this paper should also

be addressed before considering hot spots not identified_ but existing or potential hot

spots. The identification of potential hot spots is important beeanse it reduces the

poSSibility of a serious problem arising in the future.
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APPENDIX A

METHODOLOGY

The discussion of how highway noise levels can be estimated through the use of a

simplified mathematical model can be of considerable interest to those citizens and

officials involved with loeal noise eontrol, Since the procedure does not necessitate the

use of an acoustician with an electronic noise-measuring ias_umantj the estimations

can be done indoors, anywhere a scientific calculator is handy.

But before beginning a how-to description, a few items must be discussed concerning

the development of the mathematical mdeel, as we]/as its limitations.

Fit'st of all, noise is generated by every type of vehicle on a given highway, and each

different vehicle emits a different amount of noise. It is obvious that a sedan in good

operating condition cannot be eousidered us noisy as a truck, although most people

would agree that a sedan can be compared to a station wagon. To simplify the

equations, certain categories had to be established, according to how noisy each is. The

final set of divisions for the model presented here breaks all vehicles down into three

types: automobiles_ medium trucks, and heavy trucks.

The sources of vehicle noise are varied. It is a combination of englne_ exhaust, bedy,

wind_ and tire noise _ potentially modified by the roadway or pavement type and by the

_'yness of the highway, altheugh no eonelnslve data have been collected on these last

few sources. Vehicle noise is also modified by acceleration and deeeleratian. None of

these could be Incorporated into the equations.

The different variables which affect vehicle noise emission are too great in number to

list here. Instead, a list will foUow which includes all the major mcsumptions made in

deriving the mathematical model

1. Since the model was designed to extract maximum noise levels_ all Waffle is

assumed to be travelling at a constant 55 mph. This means an average output

pea vehicle of 72 dB for automobiles, 82 dB for medium trueksj and 86 dB for

beavy trucks. ALso important here is the concept of a constant speed. Any

aceeleratioes will_ of caorse, inerease the noise levels measured.
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2. ALl highways are assumed to be straight and level. Curves increase tire frietion

against the pavement, which translates to an increase in decibel levelS. An

inclined surface requires the vehicle to increase its energy output, which

achieves the same results as acceIeratian.

3. The ratio of day traffic to night traffic is assumed to be 83% to 17%. Modelling

tends to assume uniform time flows of traffic. However, the measurement of

Ldn levels requires that all traffic flows be divided into day (7 AM to 10 PM)

traffic and night (10 PM to 7 AM) traffic. According to the widely accepted

standard, it ean be assumed that 83% of all traffic traversing a given highway

does so between 7 AM and I0 PM. This does not take into consideration that the

split may be different for different categories of vehicles.

4. All lanes are twelve feet wide. In general, this is a safe assumption.

5. The results obtained through the use of the equations are not meant to eotneide

with actuai (instantaneous)mensurements. Ti_e quantity being sought here is the

overall noise Jevel that the populace is subjected to during the span of a twenty-

four hour time period. Any results obtained are expressed in A-weighted

decibels.

6. No highway median strip is present on the highway. The type of strip referred to

here is that which separates lanes in opposing directions by dedicating one to

four lanes as tmusable. This type of division is rare enough, though, to be

considered negligable.

7. Topographic effects are not taken into aneoant. Examples are: nearby hills,

rocks, landmarks, and highways. There is no realistic way any model could take

all those effects into accoant.

The very nature of an assumption implies that a potential for error exists within its

boundaries. When a variable which normally fluctuates in a fairly random fashion is

hald constant, a certain possibility for error always exists. The more assumptions,

made, the simpler the estimation can be. But too few assumptions, and the

mathematical equations become unmanageable and uneconomical. An attempt was

made to strike a happy medium.
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We have just discussed the assumed constants used in model Now we must discuss the

variables. There are exactly four:

1. ADT (Average Daily Traffic). This is by fat" the most important variable when

dealing with highway noise. It measures the average number of vehicles

traversing a given point on a highway every day, for aH lanes in both directions.

2. Number of lanes. This usually fnn_ between 2 and 12.

3. Fraction of medium trucks. This figure is the average number of medium trucks

on a highway divided by the ADT.

4. Fraction of heavy trucks. The average number of heavy trucks divided by the

ADT.

The equations used to calculate the Ldn of a given stretch of highway are given as
follows:

Look-up Table to Determine "L"

# of lanes value of L

1 50927
2 66650
3 72618
4 83364
5 94165
6 104970
7 118725
8 128528
9 137457

lO 148230
II 168972
12 169860

Let= Fh = fraction of Heavy trucks
Frn = fraction of Medium trucks

ADT Average Daffy Traffic

Then=

X = 2.426 (Fh/Fm) + 0.0632/Pm + 0.9168

Y = L/X (The variable names X_Y_Z

Z = 2.5067 (Fh/Fm) (Y) were arbitrarily chosen)

A = L - Y - Z (A = equivalent number
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of automobiles)

M = Y/12.02 (M =equiv. number of

Medium trucks)

H = Z/30.16 (H -- equiv, number of

Heavy l_uelcs)

T = A + M + H (T = referenee for equiv.

total traffie)

N = 75 + 10 lOglo (ADT/T) (N = noise lsve, Ldn, in dB)

This _oeedure can be performed on a simple home or business computer with a simple

program. It can also be performed on a seientifie hand-held calculator. Examples of

the procedure are shown in Exhibit A-1.

Now that the rnethodoIog3" itself has been discussed, it would be appropriate at this

time to include a few words on the eolleetion of the required data. All that is needed

by the equations frequent]y can be obtained through the individual State Depertments

of Transportation. UsuaLly there is a nominal charge for sueh information, although it
is often free.

The aeouraey of this model has been compared to two major computer noise mode]s=

the DOT traffie-EPA noise model and the Wyle model. The procedure produces higher

noise levels then the fo_mer and lower levels than the lstter, within a range for both of

+4 db to -3 rib.
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I. Suppose we have obtained the following information about a

specific highway:

ADT = 43,210

Number of Heavy trucks = 1,280
Number of Medium trucks = 3,020

Number of lanes = 8 _

(i) Index the appropriate number for L on the look-up table.
Here, the corresponding number for 8 lanes is 128528.
Thus, L = 128528.

¢2) Fraction of Heavy trucks = Fb = 1280/43210 = 0.0296.
Fraction of Medium trucks = Fm = 3020/43210 = 0.0699.

¢3) X - 2.426(Fh/Fm) + 0.0832/Fm + 0.9168
X _ 2.426_0.0296/0.0699) + 0.0832/0.0699 + 0.9168
X = 1.0274 + 1.1903 + 0.9168
X = 3.1345

_4) Y = L/X = 128528/3.1345 = 41004

_5) Z =.2.5067(Fh/Pm)(Y)
Z = 2.5067_0.0296/0.0699)f41004)
Z = 43525

t6) A = L - Y - Z = 128528 - 41004 - 43525 = 43999

(7) M _ Y/12.02 = 41004/12.02 = 3411

C8) H = Z/30.16 = 43525>30.16 = 1443

(9) T = A + M + H = 43999 + 3411 + 1443 = 48853

(10) N = 75 + 10 log fADT/T)

N = 75 + I0 log 143210/48853)
N = 75 + i0 log _0.8845)
N = 75 + I0 f-0.0533)
N = 75 - 0.533
NR 74.5

N i_ the equivalent noise level, measured in decibels.

Here, tbb result is 74.5 decibels, a fraction of a
decibel below the 75 dB cut-off point.

EXHIBIT A-l: SAMPLE PROBLEMS
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2. Suppose that this time, the following data was obtained:

Vehicle Type Number Observed

# Axles # Wheels
---_-- _ 23

2 4 44502

2 6 1721 _Number of lanes = 4

2 8 17 at this counting
3 8 1763 location)
3 i0 72 ;"

4 any 835

5 any 909
6+ any 34

What should be done first is to add up all vehicle types

above to get a figure for the ADT. Here--_--,ADT = 49,876.

The next step Is to seperate the vehicles by the categories
required by the equations. Heavy trucks are those vehicles
with 3 or more axles. Here, we have the number of Heavy
trucks = 1763 + 72 + 835 + 909 + 34 = 3613.

Thus, Fh = 3613/49876 = 0.0724. Note that since buses were

not explicitly included _n the table above, they could not
have been taken into eons_deratlon here.

Now, for Medium trucks, which have two axles and six wheels,

we get 4911. Therefore, Fm = 1721/49876 = 0.0345.

It should be added that the 2-axle, 2_wheel vehicles, as well
as the 2-axle, 8-wheel ones, were not accounted for by the

equations. They d_d not fit any of the categories, so they
had to be discarded.

From the look-up table, we get L = 83364.

X = 2.426(0.0724/0.0345) + 0.0832/0.0345 + 0.9168
X = 5.0911 + 2.4116 + 0.9168

X m 8.4195

Y = 83364/8.4195 = 9901
Z = 2.5067(0.0724/0.0345)f9901) = 52084

A = 83364 - 9901 - 52084 = 21579
M D 9901/12.02 = 824
H = 52084/30.16 = 1727

T = 21379 + 824 + 1727 = 23930

N _ 75 + 10 Iog (ADT/T)
N = 75 + I0 log (49876/23930)
N = 75+3.2

N = 78.2 dB ' EXHIBIT A-1 - (Contlnued)
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